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Atlanta

Passes

Nondiscrimination
Atlanta on Dec. 12 became
_ the first city in Georgia to enact
a comprehensive nondiscrimi—
—nation law that includes sexual

___

Temporary World AIDS
Law

fair discrimination in all of its
forms, and that is what this in—
clusive law is about," Woollard
said. ‘"Those who supported this

Woolard authored the bill and

commonsense measure can be

spearheaded its passage in the

proud ofthis triumph for all of—
Atlanta. This legislation, which
brings our nondiscrimination

t2, Mayor Bill

ordinances in line with other

Campbell signed the measure,

major cities across the country,

— which covers private employ—

is a tribute to our city‘s core

ment, housing, and public ac—
commodations. Woolard be—
came Georgia‘s first openly gay

values of fairness and equality."
Georgia is one of 39 states
that does not yet protect its resi—

or lesbian elected official in

dents from job discrimination

1997, with support from the Gay
and Lesbian Victory Fund and

based on sexual orientation. As
federal laws also do not yet of—

the Georgia Equality Project,
and is the only openly gay or les—

fer such protection, Atlanta‘s
new nondiscrimination law pro—

bian member ofthe council. She
is also a leading candidate for

only current line of defense

vides city residents with their

president of the city council in— against this form of bias.
2001.

Religious and

Day Memorial

Ga y Communities

By Allen Cook

serve equal protection from un—

City council member Cathy

On Dec—

Unites

"All of Atlanta‘s citizens de—

orientation and gender identity.

—council on December 4 by an
___ overwhelming vote of 14—1.

JANUARY 2001

Ken Corr (left) and Bruce Valentine
(right) hammer in the first marker for
the AIDS Marker Project at First
Baptist Church on Sun., Nov. 26.

Some would have called it —
an unholy alliance, others
would have called it an alli—
ance with the unholy. In real—
ity it was a touching memorial
to those who have died of
AIDS in Shelby County.
First Baptist Church, a
member church—ofthe South
ern Baptist Convention, and
Friends for Life joined forces
in December to create a tem—
porary memorial to people
who have died of AIDS in
Shelby County.
The memorial consisted of
more than 2200 white markers

4
§f
Members of First Baptist Church and the Memphis community erect 2,204 ;
markers to commemorate the children, women and men who have died of
AIDS in Shelby County during the last 15 years.
Photo by Skip Howard

with red ribbons attached to
them staked into the front lawn
of the church at Poplar and
East Parkway.
On Nov. 26, the sun shone
bright after a week of rain and
several of the 60 volunteers

Arkansas Sodomy Law

armed with sledge hammers

Repeal

noted that God was smiling on
their efforts. The ground that

Effort Moves

Further in

would have been hard a con—
crete, easily accepted the

Court System

stakes after the rain.

A lawsuit brought by seven
Arkansas lesbian and gay citi—

to privacy are being violated.

brainchild of Friends for Life

zens to invalidate the state sod—

Ruth E. Harlow, an attorney

fundraiser Butch Valentine

omy law has been set for a sum—

with Lambda Legal Defense and

who had originally approached

mary judgment in January.

state constitution and their rights

Education Fund, is representing

The

memorial

was

the

First Baptist Church for their

The law, which is a Class A

the plaintiffs. She said the judge

support in creating the memo—

misdemeanor with a potential
punishment of up to one year in

involved has a reputation for

rial in the median strip on East

being fair and open—minded.

Parkway in front of the church.

jail and up to a $1,000 fine, per—
tains only to sexual activity be—
tween people of the same sex.
A summary judgment allows
a judge to rule on the legal fil—

_

"We hope he brings those
qualities to bear when he de—
cides this motion," she said.
Harlow said the use of a sum—

ings without a formal trial,

mary judgment is a common
way to proceed in such cases.

therefore bringing an expedi—

"Many of our cases use the

tious conclusion to the case. Ei—

summary judgment when the

ther side, however, can still ap—

issue is a question of law and

peal the decision.

Much to Valentine‘s amaze—
ment, Rev. Kenneth Corr sug—
gested the use of the church‘s

Ns

Bruce Valentine, flanked by Rev. Ray Hatton, Minister of Music (left), and
Dr. Ken Corr, Pastor (right), speaks to the congregation of First Baptist
Church to promote the AIDS Marker Project on Sun, Nov. 26.
>
Photo by Skip Howard
installation.
The 30—member board of
deacons of the church unani—
mously agreed with Rev.

corner lawn area. Approxi—
mately 70,000 cars pass — Corr‘s suggestion and voted to
through the Poplar and East
allow the temporary memorial
Parkway intersection on a
and a sign accompanying it.
daily basis.
"The [First Baptist Church]
Valentine, who was rasied

congregation has been abso—

we literally.could not have
done it without them."
Originally scheduled to be
dismantled on Dec. 2, the
church asked that the display
remain in place through Dec.
3 so the congregation could
see the completed project as
they came to church.:

not a question offact," she said.

in a Southern Baptist Church,

lutely enthusiastic and so help—

The plaintiffs say their rights

"The judge is going to make

The temporary memorial

was invited to address the First

ful," Valentine said. "It took

to equal protection guaranteed

up his mind about the important

Baptist congregation during

us four days to paint the mark—

by the U.S. Constitution and the

remained in place until Thurs.,
Dec. 9.
:

question of law the case poses."

the services prior to the marker

ers and attach the ribbons, and

C‘MON!

A Layman‘s Guide to the Supreme
Court Decision in Bush v. Gore

The "Gore Exception"
By Mark Levine,
~ Q: I‘m not a lawyer and I don‘t
understand the recent Supreme
Court decision in Bush v. Gore.
Can you explain it to me?
A: Sure. I‘m a lawyer. I read it.
It says Bush wins, even if Gore got
the most votes.
Q: But wait a second. The U.S.
Supreme Court hasto give a rea—
son, right?
A: Right.
Q: S]; Bush

wins

because

_
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ay

held." Right?
A. Wrong. The U.S. Supreme
Court made clear that the Florida
Supreme Court did not change the
rules of the election. But the U.S.
Supreme Court found the failure of
the Florida Court to change the
rules was wrong.
Q: Huh?
A: The Legislature declared that
the only legal standard for count—
ing vote is "clear intent of the
voter." The Florida Court was . con—
demned for not

Qpinions expressed in

27:55?unts arc | oditorials,commentaries
A: Oh no. Six and letters are those of

ifeoaﬁgfgs n

dard.
iF Q: ﬁlouﬂzr

Mf

orida
the ©
f the justices
not
was
t
Cour
E-mail pierberge@aol.co%%@ 2000
the authors.
ay
ma—
f(two—thirds
allowed
to
jority) believed the hand—counts change the Legislatures law after
were legal and should be done.
preme Court opinion.
dards because judges sworn to up—
systems in largely Democratic—
the election.
Q: Oh. So the justices did not
A: Judge Terry Lewis, who re—
hold
the
law
and
doing
their
best
leaning
counties
record
only
97
.A: Right.
believe that the hand—counts would
ceived
the—case upon remand from
to
accomplish
the
legislative
man—
percent ofthe votes. So approxi—
Q: So what‘s the problem?
find any legal ballots?
the
Florida
Supreme Court, had al—
date
of
"clear
intent
of
the
voter"
mately 3 percent of Democratic—
A: They should have. The U.S.
~A. Nope. The five conservative Supreme Court said the Florida Su— leaning votes are thrown in the may have a slightly different opin— ‘ready ordered each ofthe counties
justices clearly held (and all nine preme Court should have trash can.
to fax him their standards so he
ion about the voter‘s intent, even
justices agreed) "that punch card "adopt[ed] adequate statewide
could be sure they were uniform
though a single judge was oversee—
Q: Aha! That‘s a severe equal—
balloting machines can produce an standards for determining what is protection problem!!!
when the U.S. Supreme Court
ing the entire process to resolve any
unfortunate number of ballots a legal vote."
stopped him from counting the un—
disputes.
A: No, it‘s not. The Supreme
which are not punched in a clean,
counted votes (favoring Gore).
Q: A single judge? I thought the
Q: I thought only the Legisla—
Court wasn‘t worried about the 3
complete way by the voter." So ture could "adopt" new law.
standards
weredifferent.I
thought
percent of Democratic—leaning bal—
Exception on page 24
there are legal votes that should be
that was thewhole pointof the Su— __ SeeGore
lots thrown in the trashcan in
A: Right.
4
counted but can‘t be.
Florida. That "complexity" was not
Q: So if the Court had adopted
Q: Oh. Does this have some— new standards, I thought it would a problem.
thing to do with states‘ rights? have been overturned.
Q: Was it the butterfly ballots
Don‘t conservatives love that?
A: Right. You‘re catching on.
that violated Florida law and
A: Yes. These five justices have
Q: If the Court had adopted new
tricked more than 20,000 Demo—
held that the federal government standards, it would have been over— crats to vote for Buchanan or both
has no business telling a sovereign turnedfor changing the rules. And Gore and Buchanan?
state university it can‘t steal trade if it didn‘t, it‘s overturned for not
A: Nope. The Supreme Court
secrets just because such stealing changing the rules? That means has no problem believing that
is prohibited by law. Nor does the that no matter what the Florida Su— Buchanan got his highest, best sup—
federal government have any busi— preme Court did, legal votes could port in a precinct consisting of a
ness telling a state that it should bar never be counted if they would end Jewish old age home with Holo—
guns in schools. Nor can the fed—. up with a possible Gore victory.
caust survivors, who apparently
eral government use the equal pro—
Box 11485, Memphis, Tennessee 38111—0485
have changed their mind about
A: Right. Next question.
tection clause to force states to take
Phone (901) 454—1411
Hitler.
]
Q: Wait, wait. I thought the
measures to stop violence against problem was "equal protection,"
E—mail: MemphisTJN@aol.com
Fax: (901) 4541411
Q: Vikes. So what was the seri—
women.
#
anglejournal.com
phistri
www.mem
:
Website
ous equal protection problem? —
that some counties counted votes
Q: Is there an exception in this differently from others. Isn‘t that a
A: The problem was neither the
by
case?
>
The Triangle Journal News assumes no liability for claims made
butterfly ballot nor the 3 percent of
problem?
is not to be construed as an indication of
publication
this
in
e
Appearanc
.
A: Yes, the "Gore exception."
advertisers
African—
(largely
A: It sure is. Across the nation,
Democrats
mate—
sexual orientation, preference or identity unless specifically stated. We welcome
States have no rights to control we vote in a hodgepodge of sys— American) disenfranchised. The
The
materials.
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or
edit
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right
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but
submitted by readers,
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in
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to only this situation.
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mined under slightly different stan—
votes. Some, like the puncheard
Publishers/Editors
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Allen Cook » John Stilwell
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(Publication date Jan. 26)
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Gay—TV

Network

Channel

Channels!

AT LAST. . . Televisio
n for Gay America is
Here!
The Gay Television Net
work (GTN) will broadc
ast
quality films, news, ent
ertainment programs
and

—

_

sporting events from aro
und the globe—London
,

|

Amsterdam, Sydney, Ban
gkok, Canada and of cou
rse
the United States. Isn‘
t it time for you to wat
ch unedite

Gay programming tha
t is too hot
for straight television?
We‘ll add live news
programs, gay travel,
a gay cooking show and
naturally, Dishing on
the Dish. We‘ll be sho
wcasing gay
___
events across the USA
and the World. Parade
s, pride
celebrations, balls, part
ies, special

events'programming as
unique and diverse as our gay, lesbian, bi—sexual
and transgender
community. As a bonus for subscribing to GTN
, you‘ll receive
our Triangle Radio Network for FREE! Your Gay
Television
Network is committed to informing, entertaining
and educating
not only our community but also the public
at large.
GTN will broadcast 7 days a week. WE AR
E GAY TV!

bAV
|
ublisher‘s

—
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|

__

Television Network

_ www.wearegaytv.com
*
Call now TOLL FREE for Special sign—up discou
nts!
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1—866—438—4298 —
_ Please give publisher‘s reference number when callihg.
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Men

of YALL Coming to Germantown:

Lucky Green Dress and All!
Nashville—based duo YALL is ally. Nashville.
"Their touching songs andvery
scheduled to debut their loony,
funny stories celebrate their family
backwoods cabaret act in the
and heritage," explained Neshoba‘s
Memphis—area on Saturday
Anthony Culver. He said engross—
evening Jan. 6. The musical act
ing story—telling is part of Y‘ ALL‘s
which has received critical ac—
act, which leans on old—time folk and
claim for its "old—time country
country music. The stories include
music for the 21st century" will
a grandmother who crochets hot
perform at 8 p.m., at Neshoba Uni—
pants; a nun who plays organ in a
tarian Universalist Church located
Baptist church, a superstitious uncle
at 8580 Cordes Circle just off
who skips his 13th year(he‘s a year
Farmington Boulevard.
in
older than everyone else his age);
Germantown‘s Brookside office
and a woman who‘s named her kids
complex.
Garth, Reba and Dwight.
What makes Y ‘ALL different
— Culver said Y ‘ALL was a hit —
from most acts that play in Mem—
especially with families — at the
phis is its story: the two men, one
Unitarian Universalist denomi—
of them wearing a lucky green
dress, found each other in the nation‘s international General As—
sembly held last summer in
middle of a storm, developed a
Nashville. Tickets are $ 10 per adult
romance and a musical act, then
or $20 per family. For reservations
moved to New York and eventu—

or more information, call Culver at
(901) 755—1053 or the church of—
fice at (901) 756—5433.
Y‘ALL‘s James Dean Jay Byrd
was born in Okey—Dokey, Texas.
"My daddy‘s a tent revivalist there,
and my Uncle Joe wears dresses
and sells trailer homes. Before I left
Okey—Dokey tofollow a vision I
had in my daddy‘s tert revival,
Uncle Joe gave me his Lucky
Green Dress ... for luck," explained
Byrd. His~ partner, Steven
Cheslik—DeMeyer, grew up on a The unique duo YALL will bring their backwoods cabaret act to the
popcorn farm in Kornflake, Indi— Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church in Germantown on Sat., Jan. 6.
ana.
Neshoba UU Church, a liberal «ing to Culver.The eight—year old church building is being con—
congregation, which was launched structed near Shelby Farms in
religious presence in LOHSCTVHIIVC
with the financial help of down— Cordova.
eastern Shelby County, values
For more information about the
town Memphis‘ Chyrch of the
"loving your neighbor as yourself,
act,.
visit. their website at
River, is currently meeting in
keeping an open mind and making
www.luckygreendress.com.
Germantown
while
their
new
the world a better place” accord—

BellSouth Becomes Last of Former ‘Baby
Announce Domestic

BellSouth
Corp.
has
become
the
last
of the
former
Baby
Bells
to
announce
domestic
partnerbenefits,are another
sign
thatthesebenefits
asound
businesspractice,
the
Human
Rights
Campaignbasedsaidin. Atlanta,
BellSouth,
announced
toextend
employees
Dec.insur—14
that
it
would
health
ance
and domestic
other benefits
toofits
the
same—sex
partners
managerial
beginning
July"BellSouth‘s
1, 2001.employees
announcement
brings
it
in
line
with
all ofthe other formerpractices
Baby Bellsat

Partner

and points to the spread of theseben—
efits through whole market sectors,
such as auto manufacturing, consult—
ing and the airlines," said Kim I.
Mills, HRC‘s education director,
who oversees HRC WorkNet.
"Across America, companies are
discovering that these benefits are a
low—cost, high—impact benefit in a
tight labor market," Mills said.
Several of the original seven
Baby Bells had implemented domes—
tic partner benefits before merging
with other telecommunications com—
panies. So, for example, Bell Atlan—
tic had the benefits before it merged
with GTE to form Verizon Commu—

Benefits

nications, and Ameritech and Pa—
cific Bell

had

them

before they

merged with Southwestern Bell to
form SBC Communications. Also,
US West had DP benefits before it
merged with Qwest Communica—

"With BellSouth‘s announce—
ment, the telecommunications in—
dustry follows the domino effect
we have seen in other major indus—
try sectors," Mills said. "Just this
for example, the Big Three

automakers all announced DP ben—
efits, the last of the Big Five ac—
counting firms did so and eight of
the

10 largest passenger airlines

have done so as well." (The two ex—
ceptions are TWA and Alaska Air—
lines.) BellSouth‘s benefit plan will
“$“%

Gay & Lesbian Swntchboard

cover:

health insurance (medical,

dental, employee assistance and ex—
tended benefits coverage); life and
accidental death and dismember—

324—4297 _
24 Hours a Day
Computer Voice—Mail Information
for Memphis—area Gay
Clubs, Organizations, Counselors,
Nightclubs, Restaurants and more!
;
A service ofthe
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
Operational costs sponsored by AmneSIa

Published as a public service of the Triangle Journal News.
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ment

insurance;

and

family

and

medical leave, according to an an—
nouncement
pany

in

an

newsletter.

internal
A

copy

com—
was

obtained by HRC.
"We know that to remain com—
petitive, we must attract and retain

tions.

year,

Bells to

dwbrsity of the communities we serve,"
Jere Drummond, co—chair of the
Chairman‘s Diversity Council, said
in the newsletter. "To do so, we
continuously work with employee
groups to ensure that we have ex—
cellent and relevant benefits that fit
their lives."
The council was established two
years ago by BellSouth Chairman
and CEO Duane Ackerman.
BellSouth‘s policy applies only to
non—union employees. Craft em—
ployees covered under collective
bargaining agreements with the
Communications Workers of

a work force that reflects the

America will have to negotiate for
the same benefits.
"We are hopeful that all
BellSouth employees will be eli—
gible for this coverage in the near
future," Mills added.
The number of employersoffer:_
ing domestic partner benefits in—
creased 25 percent from August
1999 to August 2000, according to
HRC WorkNet‘s recent report,
"The State of the Workplace for
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgendered Workers."
The list now includes 116 For—
tune 500 companies, up from 102
in August. To date, HRC WorkNet
has confirmed more than 3,600 .
U.S. employers offer or have an—
nounced domestic partner benefits.
(A complete searchable database is
available on HRC‘s website at
www.hrc.org/worknet.)

Integrity Meeting to Feature Historical
Religious/Spiritual Roles of Gay People
Spiritually: The Next Step. The
Integrity—Memphis will begin meeting on Tues., Jan. 16.
group will examine supportive
Discussion
will
be
centered
the new year with an interactive
discussion of spiritual and reli— around the spiritual archetypes ways for participants to embody
gious roles that gay persons have outlined in Christian de la these archetypes in their lives.
Integrity meets on the third
fulfilled throughout history, at its Huerta‘s 1999 book, Coming Out
Tuesday of every month at Cal—
vary Episcopal Church at 102
*
North Second Street. The Jan. 16
Them!
Share
es?
Take Pictur
meeting will begin at 6:30 p.m.
with worship led by guest leader,
"Dr. Michael Schiefelbein.
A savory dinner prepared by
Emmet Bell and his staff will fol—
low at 7 p.m. (first—time visitors
eat free). The program will be—
gin at 7:30 p.m. For more infor—
mation contact Jonathan Cole at
Send your pictures to
901—374—9484
or
TJN « P.O. Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111
JonathanTN@juno.com.
or email to
aol.com
(please send as attachments)

»

Germantown
Domestic

Partner Benefits

In November, three female
Germantown police officers asked
the city to review whether benefits
could be offered to their domestic
partners.
On Dec. 14, Germantown City
Administrator Patrick Lawton said
that the city will not extend health
benefits to same—sex partners.
According to The Commercial
Appeal, the position was outlined
in a memoto city department heads
which said the city would extend
coverage "to those individuals

Town

Hall

Officers Are Denied

clearly defined in the plan."
Under the city‘s health care in—
surance plan, only the employee‘s
spouse and unmarried children un—
der the age of 19 are defined as
elegible dependents. Same—sex
partners are not listed among those
covered in the city‘s self—funded
health plan.
~ Lawton would not elaborate
other than to refer to the memo.
The memo did not directly men—
tion the same—sex question posed
by the unnamed officers, but

Lawton acknowledged that a ques—
tion had arisen over benefits "par—
ticularly as
it related to
non—married couples."
§
The request had drawn opposition
from citizens who said they did not
agree with the idea of providing ben—
efits to same—sex partners and was
the subject of discussion on area ra—
dio talk shows for several days.
On Dec. 6, WMC—TV con—
ducted a non—scientific telephone
viewer poll the results of which
were predictably negative.

Meeting Scheduled on

Workplace

Discrimination

On Dec. 6, WMC—TV Channel
5 had a story on its 6 and 10 p.m.
news on the Germantown women
asking for benefits for their part—
ners.
Channel 5 also had a poorly
worded poll about taxpayers pay—
ing for same—sex benefits. The re—
sults were predictable: 28 percent
ofthe participants They also had a
poorly worded poll (about tax pay—
ers paying for same—sex benefits)
and the results were predictable:28
percent ofthe participants said yes,
provide benefits; 68 percent re—
sponded no, only provide benefits
to legally married couples; and 4
percent chose maybe, depending on
a case—by—case ruling.
Channel 5 interviewed MLGCJ
Co—Chair Jim Maynard. WPTY,
Channel 24, did a similar story and
interviewed Butch Valentine.
What can be done to address
workplace issues like employment
discrimination and benefits for
same—sex partners? Memphis Les—
bian & Gay Coalition for Justice
will be having a special town hall
meeting/panel discussion ofthese

issues on Mon., Jan. 22, 7—8:30
p.m. at Holy Trinity Community
Church.
. If you have experienced
discrimination in employment
or housing MGLCJ would like
to
hear
your
story

(email mlgej@yahoo.com or call
327—2677).
For more information on how to
get domestic partnership benefits in
your workplace, check out the Hu—
man Rights Campaign‘s Worknet
website:http://www.hre. org/worknet

MLGW Employees Wanting
Domestic Partner Benefits
Sought
Employees ofthe Memphis Light, Gas and Water Division
_who are interested in obtaining domestic partnershp benefits
are asked to contact Virginia L. Leonard, human resource rep—
resentative. She is interested in pursuing domestic partners ben—
efits and may need some help and support from other employees
Call her at 528—4264 or e—mail TENNSTATS@aol.com.
If you are interested in pursuing Domestic Partnershp Ben—
efits at your place of employment, you should start by down—
loading the Human Rights Campaign information on DPBs at:
www .hre.org/worknet
Memphis Lesbian & Gay: Coalmon for Justice will help in

any way it can. The coalition invites everyone to come to its
next meeting on Mon., Jan. 22, 7 p.m., at Holy Trinity Commu—
nity Church, to discuss ways of fighting discrimination in em—
ploymenrtt and housing.

Tsarus Seeks Man of Year Nominations
Tsarus is seeking input from the in 1985, are: Allen Cook and John Rev. Ethan Pruett and the Rev. Ed
gay and lesbian community for the Stilwell for Gaze newspaper; Mys— Hammet of Holy Trinity Commu—
17th annual Man of the Year tic Krewe of Aphrodite for nity Church; the late Dennis
Award. The award, which is pre— fundraising efforts; Tommy Kijowski; Sharon Wray; Bill
~ sented at a banquet in February, in— Stewart, president of ATEAC (now Andrews and Matt Presley; Jimmy
cludes a $500 donation to a charity Friends for Life); Bettye Griffin, Gray; Ed Brandon; Shelia
president of the Human Response Tankersley, founder of Loving
of the winner‘s choice.
Tsarus members present the Council; Vincent Astor, activist; Arms; and Glenn Jones, Friends for
award for outstanding service to the Heart Strings volunteers; the Life volunteer.
Anyone
wishes to nomi—
Gay and Lesbian community. Over Waggettes (Jim Easter, Harold
the past 16 years, the Man of the "Granny" Weaver, Mattie Sanchez, nate an individual or organization
Year has often been a woman or and Jerry Attaway); the Pipettes should do so by calling 276—4132, —
(Jim McCain, Jere Douglas, Mike 763—2934, or 327—0217; or by writ—
an organization.
Ferguson,
and the late Dwayne ing Tsarus, P.O. Box 41082, Mem—
The winner is traditionally a se—
cret until the banquet itself. Tsarus Branham and Sandy Hutchins); the phis, TN 38174.
members are not eligible. Tsarus
members prepare and serve the ac—
MONTHLY MEETING
tual banquet, with proceeds from
ticket sales covering the donation
THURS., JAN 11, 7 P.M.
to charity; the event is not a
YWCA +766 S. Highland St.
fundraiser for Tsarus.
N A TIO N A L
ORGANIZATION
ron women
Names of winners are engraved
for more information, call 578—3286
on a plaque in the Pipeline. Past
Man ofthe Year winners, starting
Published as a public service of the Triangle Journal News.
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Boékstar to Host
Local Author Feb. 7
Bookstar at Poplar Plaza will be hosting a special booksigning
on Wed., Feb 7. Corey Taylor ofMemphis will be reading from
and signing his new novel, The Dinner Club. This is Taylor‘s
first novel and was published in November by Xlibris Publica—
tions.The novel is the heartwarming story of a gay man who lives
in Chicago who learns he must take over the family business
because his father is dying of cancer. The story is ultimately
uplifting, leaving readers with a sense ofpurpose and a wonder—
ful outlook on his or her own life.
The Bookstar Gay and Lesbian Book Club will be reading
—the book for the month of January and then discussing it with
Taylor
Feb. 7. with Taylor begins at 7 p.m. at Bookstar,
The ofreading/signing
2402 Poplar Plaza, followed by the book club meeting and dis—
cussion with the author at 8 p.m. in the cafe.
Contact Shannon Yarbrough or Christina Bendall at the store
for more information (901) 323—9332.
Len

INSURHNCE
Auto — Home — Life — Annuities
Sensitive to the Needs ofthe Gay & Lesbian Community
‘Office: 377—1075 Enrica Ramey Home: 374—9502
"When you are buying or selling a home,
I can make a difference!"
Call me and let me show you how."
f
Randyf Wilder
Randy Wilder
327—9900 Home
533—0620 Pager
278—4380 Office
SsOWwWELL
@
R v { L&APTCOMPANY
.c
[
(l © 54South Cooper
MLS
Memphis, TN 38104
f MEMPHIS
@
BEARS
Crus NicgcHt
Sat., Jan. 13 + 10 p.m.
The Jungle
1474 Madison Ave.
All Bears & Bear Lovers Welcome...
Come Join the Bear Party!
Check Out Our Websitefor Details
http://www.bigfoot.com/~memphisbears
Epia

us apub/u service n/ the Tr mug/z Journal
#
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CDC: About 40 Percent Not Informed

_

Clinton Calls "Don‘t Ask,

Don‘t Tell" "Dumb—Ass"
WASHINGTON, DC — In an "didn‘t want me to have a honey—
the virus is spread were less in—
clined to agree with the statement. article to be published today in moon" during the early days of his
The AIDS virus is most com— Rolling Stone magazine, President administration. President Clinton
monly spread through blood or se— Clinton reportedly refers to the notes that General Powell agreed
men, usually involving unprotected gays in the military policy as the with Clinton‘s original remarks on
sex or sharing a needle with an in— "dumb—ass ‘Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell‘ E how the policy would work, but
makes clear in his interview with
fected person. Between 800,000 thing."
"We couldn‘t agree more," said Wenner that those intentions were
and 900,000 Americans have been
C. Dixon Osburn, Co—Executive not carried out.
infected with HIV.
"The President is correct that the
Dr. Melanie Thompson, founder Director of Servicemembers Legal
ofthe AIDS Research Consortium Defense Network (SLDN), a non— policy has not been and currently
of Atlanta, said the survey under— profit group founded shortly after is not being properly implemented."
scores that many people still con— implementation of the policy in Osburn stated. "Commanders con—
sider AIDS a "gay disease" and 1993. SLDN provides free legal tinue to ask, pursue and harass in
"didn‘t bother to educate them— counsel to service members direct violation of ‘Don‘t Ask,
harmed by the policy and monitors Don‘t Tell, Don‘t Pursue, Don‘t
selves about the facts."
The survey was conducted in its implementation. ‘President Harass."
SLDN is an independent na—
August and September through Clinton clearly sees what so many
Internet access provided to partici— other leaders and, more impor— tional legal aid and watchdog or—
tantly, American citizens, already ganization that assists men and
pants‘ TV sets.
The CDC warned. thatthe sur— know: "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell" women in: the military who face
witchhunts, deaththreats, harass—
vey did not include people without simply does not work."
Inthe interview by Rolling ~ ment anddischarge under "Don‘t
_ telephones, people living in insti—
"tutions, the homeless and military Stone editor Jann S. Wenner, Ask, Don‘t Tell, Don‘t Pursue,
. — Clinton admitsthe policy resulted ~ Don‘t Harass." ‘"In six years, SLDN
personnel.
*‘in "several years of problems has directly assisted more than
On the Net:
where it was not unplemcntedin & 2.506. nultgaivmembers. For.cop—
~ CDC: www.ede.gov

About How HIV Transmitted
than 5,600 U.S. residents in the
survey said it was very likely,
somewhat likely or somewhat un—
likely that HIV could be transmit—
ATLANTA (AP) — A survey
ted by sharing a glass.
of what Americans know about
Researchers included. the
AIDS found that four out of 10
"somewhat
unlikely" response in
mistakenly believe it is possible to
the 40 percent because that choice
get the disease by sharing a drink—
ing glass or being coughed or includes the possibility of transmis—
sion. ‘"Very unlikely" and "impos—
sneezed on by an infected person.
sible"
were the other choices.
The survey, released Nov. 30,
Forty—one percent said transmis—
was conducted by the Centers for
sion is possible by being coughed
Disease Control and Prevention.
"It‘s scary that so many people or sneezed on by someone with the
virus.
are still so ignorant of what causes
Nearly 19 percent of those sur—
HIV—AIDS$," said Marty Algaze, a
veyed said they agreed with the
spokesman for the Gay Men‘s
statement: "People who got AIDS
Health Crisis. "Almost 20 years
through sex or drug use have got—
into this epidemic, it‘s disturbing
ten what they deserve."
that people think you could still get
=The survey found that those
it from casual contact."
with moreknowledge about how
About 40 percent of the more
By Justin Bachman ._
Associated Press Writer

any way consistent with the spcuh ies UfSLDN s Sixth Annual Report
I gave" announcingadoption ofthe on "Don"t Ask, Don‘t Tell, Don‘t
policy. He goes on to say the Pursue, Don‘t Harass" please visit
policy was "a brilliant pollucal SLDN‘s web site at www.sldn.org.
..;move" by Rupublmanx who
De

C
de &
901/272—7922 _
794 S. Cooper »..
Memphis, TN 38194

C

Sun, 1—6:30 prn
MonSat 11 :30 am—6:30 pm
Email: LstChaCDs@aol:com

StPaulChurchTo Defy
ELCA Ban and Ordam
Lesbian Pastor

earlier this: year, but
ST.PAUL, Minn. (AP) —A St. s nalmn of Hilldeclined.
Paul church plans todefy the Evan— the Atcouncil
Sunday meeting:on Dec. 3,
gelical Lutheran Church in congregatlon
passed a—resolu—
. America‘s ban on ordaining gay the
tion saying it "can no longer, in .

The ORIGINAL Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
& Transgender vellow pages: since:I9'l3
All editions now include a SEPARATE SECTION FOR WOMEN

U.S. [CANADA$16 postpald Natmnwrde resources mcludmg headquarters
of national organizations; publications; mail order companies, etc., plus
complete city by cityinformation for all the States and Provmces.
GREATER NORTHEAST: $10 postpaid: CT, DC, DE, —
ME, MD, MA, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, VA, VT, WV. _
SOUTH/SOUTHERN MIDWEST: $10 postpaid: AL, AR, AZ, DE, DC, FL, GA, HI, KS, KY, .
LA, MD, MO, MS, TN, NC, OK, PR, SC, TN, TX, VA, WV, U.S. Virgin Is.
Find us at gay—friendly ‘stores like
LAMBDA RISING 800—621—6969
A DIFFERENT LIGHT 800-343-4002

and many others
For free listing application, prices,
mailing labels, etc.; please send
self— addressed stamped envelope
to Renaissance House,

The
ORIGINAL
LespiGgayGayTra
yellow pages
— Les

PO Box 533—TN, Village Stn, NY, NY 10014
Voice: 212—674— 0120
Fax: 212—420—1126 —
gayello@banet.net
:!/gayellowpages.com
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pastors
The Lonvrcgdtlon of SI Paul—

Reformation Lutheran Church
voted 176—0 Sun., Dec. 3, to ordain
Anita Hill, a lesbian, who has
served as a minister at the church
since 1983.
f
"The path we‘ ve taken is con—
sistent with our understanding of
what it means to be ‘Lutheran and
our commitment.to inclusive min—
istry," John Whalen, co—president
—ofthe church, wrote in a statement.
Hill conducts services of Wing—
span, a ministry ofgay, lesbian, bi—
sexual and transgendered people at
the church in St. Paul. Her ordina—
tion is scheduled for April by the
Congregation Council.
The church formally asked for
the ELCA‘s approval of the ordi—

good conscience,. comply with the
ELCA ‘s policy because it is unjust,
at odds with the message of the
Gospel."
The Rev. Paul Tidemann said
the church welcomes gay, lesbian
and transgendered members into
the congregation.
"Full participation is not pos—
sible so long as the ELCA excludes
calling and ordaining qualliied gay
and lesbian candidates in commit—
ted relationships," he said.
The St. Paul—Reformation
Lutheran Church was founded in
1883 and has 673 baptized mem—
bers. Approximately a fifth of the
congregation is gay, lesbian, bi—
sexual or transgendered, the church
reports.

MAG Y.
Memphis Area Gay Youth

Peer support and discussion group
Call 335—MAGY
website: www.gaymemphis.com/magy/
Published as a public service of The Triangle Journal News.
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W|II Hear Teen S Alleged Murder Confessmn
By VickiPressSmithWriter 26—year—old,
in the July 4 beating
of Warren,
a trials relocated because of heavy house where the beating occurred
Associated
gay
black
man
who
mediait would
coveragebe and
the likelihood
to clean up blood and destroy evi—
was
an
acquaintance
of
the
teens.
that
impossible
to
seat
dence.
MORGANTOWN,
W.Va. Police say Wilson and Parker an impartialjury in Marion County. "David threatened to beat me if
(AP)
—
Jurors
at
Jared
Wilson‘s
beat Warren
with theirwithfistssteel—
and The trial dates and locations I said a word," Wilson told the de—
murdertrial
next
year
will
hear
his
kicked
him
repeatedly
could
change, however,
when
a tective.
confession
to
a
Marion
County
toed
boots,
then
ran
over
his
body
new
prosecutor
and
a
new
judge
Attorneys for
sheriff‘s
deputy,
Circuit
Judge
four
times
with
a
Camaro
in
a
take
office
in
January.
Rodney
Merrifield
ruled Dec.1.
staged hit—and—run.
When Marion
Countyquestioned
Sheriff‘s
Wilson,
18,
of
Fairview
"vol—
The
assault
allegedly
began
af—
Detective
Chip
Phillips
untarily,waived
knowingly
and remain
intelli— rural
ter Warren
told others
insexual
the tiny,re— Wilson about the murder, the teen
gently"
his
rightto
community
abouta
told
him
it was Parker who initi—
silent
when
he
was
questioned
the
lationship
he
claimed
to
have
had
ated
the
beating.
day
that Arthur
"JR."foundWarren‘s
withBothParker.
The deputy,
who
testified
at a
mangled
body
was
along—
teenagers
face
the
possibil—
pretrial
hearing,
said
Wilson
told
side a Grant
Town
road,or— separate
ity of lifetrials
in prison
ifnextconvicted
in him he kicked Warren only at
Merrifield
wrote
in
a
16—page
early
year.
.Parker‘s
urging.then"I I kicked
himoff,"a
der.Wilson ,and David Tune"Allen in theWilson
is
expected
to
stand
trial
couple
times
backed
Northern
Panhandle;
Parker
Wilson
said. ran overWarren with
Parker,
18,
of
Grant
Town,
are
is
set
to
face
jurors
Jan.
16
in
Afterthey
charged with first—degree murder Beckley. Merrifield ordered both the car, the teens went back to the

Jurors

both teens con—
tend those statements were improp—
erly obtained, arguing that Phillips
and other deputies deliberately de—
layed moving the suspects to
Fairmont for a detention hearing.
The deputies have defended
their actions, repeatedly saying
both suspects were advised of their
rights.
Merrifield agreed, ruling the of—
ficers‘ testimony was more cred—
ible than that of Wilson‘s mother,
Ginger, who claimed she didn‘t
understand when she signed a form

WEB ADVICE
World Wide Web addresses in the Triangle JournalNews
generally
do not contain the "http://" which normally
precedes the
"www." in the
browsers no longer require it.address because most web
if you have difficulty connecting to some addresses,
add "http://" to the beginning of the address.

Hawaii Court Approves

Adopt|ons for

Lesbian Couples
HONOLULU
(AP) —theArights
Ha—
waii
court
has
recognized
ofthree
lesbian couples as same—
sex
parents.
Lesbian
andHawaii‘s
gay rightsfirstadvo—
cates
revealed
les—
bian
adoptions
at
a
news
conferenceanonviolentcampaign
Dec. 4. They also an—for
nounced
anti—hate,
equal legislation.
accommodations
andSkip
civilBurns,
unions
spokesman Rights
for the
new
Civil
Unions—Civil
Movement,
said Hawaii
is the ninth
state
whosecourts
have
recognized
equal parental rights for

cal offspring of either partner. In
all three cases, one of the women
was the child‘s biological mother.
The news conference was held
next to the Mohandas Gandhi
statue in Kapiolani Park to stress
what Burns said was the new
group‘s plan to use "love and mas—
sive nonviolent resistance" in the
style of Gandhi and Martin Luther
King Jr.
He said the new group‘s first
nonviolent action will be held on
Martin Luther King Day on Jan. 15

at the state Capitol. Speeches and
a vigil will be followed by a seven—
day "protest march for equality" in
28 stages covering 132 miles
around Oahu beginning in Waikiki
and ending at the state Attorney
General‘s Office.
Mike Gabbard of the Alliance
for Traditional Marriage said that
"homosexual extremists" were us—
ing the guise of civil rights to
achieve same—sex marriage under
the name "civil unions."

lesbian or
gay couples.
He said he doubts the rulings by
Family Court Judge John Bryant Jr.
will help lesbian or gay couples
adopt children who are not biologi—

Living Word
Christian Church

[no NW.Garkant
Memphis., TW 321094
Phone 270—0t7»
Sunday Morpmbesg
Sunbay Evening
Wermesdoay Evens

10 a.m.
6 p.rral
? p.m.

contarate in

Rule Dearen, Pastor

santa

].
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Focus on the Family Puts
Programs on Hold Following
Lean Donations
COLORADO
SPRINGS,
Colo.
was
$30.8‘September,
million short
from ofits
June
(AP)
—
After
four
months
of
lean
through
donations,
Focus
on the Family
of— $31.3 million projection, Minnery
ficials
have
putseveral
programs
said.
It received
$31.6 inmillion
dur—he
onincrease
hold donations
and askedtosupporters
to
ing
the
same
period
1999,
revive ofthe
them. said.
James
Dobson,
president
Hea concern
said the because
drop in thedonations
Colorado
Springs—based
Christian
was
minis—
ministry,
appealed
formore
money
try
maintainscash
reserves
foronly
in a lettersupporters.
sent this month to 2.4 two to four weeks ofoperations.
million
Dobson‘s
plea
for increased
do—
Officials
said
they
did
not
know
nations
is
not
unusual
for
a
Chris—
why donations
ministry,
said
Paul Nelson,
summer
and earlydropped
fall. offduring
% tian
president
ofthe
Evangelical
Coun—
Programs
put
on
hold
include
cil
for
Financial
Accountability,
improvements
to the ministry‘s which accredits Christian groups
web
site,
an
abstinence—education
on "An
financial
standards.
— James
initiative,
a
video
on
parenting
and
appeal
of
the
type
Arabic
translations
ofMinnery,
Focus pub—
Dobsonresponse
gave willbecause
produceasignifi—
lications,
said
Tom
vice
cant
he hasdoesn‘t
built
president
of
public
policy.
such
a
loyal
following
and
Eachdown
of theor eliminated
programs ifdona—
will be do it often," said Nelson, who was
scaled
an executive
vice president
atmid—
Fo—
tions
do
not
increase
by
Jan.
15,
cus
on
the
Family
from
the
Minnery
said. God chooses to do 1980s through 1993; "He‘s notjust
‘"Whatever
crying wolf."
with
thisplace,
we‘ll
do,"
Minnery
Minneryhappened
said thebefore
reduction
in
said.
"But
there‘s
notan
undue
con—
donations
two
in—
cern
here.
we‘ve
been
down
cidents
thatfund—raising
were potentially
dam—
inus theknow."
past,When
people
have
said,
‘Let
aging
to
efforts:
Mike
Soinwe‘ve
done arethat."taken Trout, a senior vice president and
Shortfalls
donations
co—hostresigned
on ministry
radio after
pro—
asexamine
a sign itself,
the ministry
should
re—
‘grams,
in
October
said spokesman admitting to an extramarital rela—
PaulFocus
Hetrick.
tionship; former
and Johnhomosexual,
Paulk, a self—
on
the
Family
relies
en—
described
kept
tirely
on
donations
to
meet
its
$135
his
job
at
the
ministry
after
visit—
million budget.
The nonprofit ministry‘s income inga gay bar in September.

allowing her son to be interviewed.
Mrs. Wilson was present for the
interrogation, during which
Phillips asked questions the judge
called
"open—ended
and
noncoercive."
Wilson‘s statement "certainly
does not confuse the issues, mis—
lead the jury, or create undue de—
lay or waste of time," Merrifield
said. And the value of the confes—
sion is more important than the
possibility of unfair prejudice, he
concluded.
a
Because the murder occurred on
a holiday, when there was a short—
age of court personnel, Wilson
could not have had a detention
hearing even if he had arrived at
the courthouse sooner, Merrifield
said.

"And in accordance with this will of God, we
have been made holy, consecrated, and
sanctified through the offering made once for
ail of the body of Jesus Christ"
—

Hebrews 10:10 AMP:

Join us as we praise and worship
Our Awsome God!
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Diversity of Congress Still

lady Hillary Rodham Clinton and
two other Democrats to give the
Senate 10 Democratic and three
Republican women out of 100
WASHINGTON (AP) — Con—
senators. The 435—member House
gress remains a largely white male
institution. Blacks and Hispanics
will have 59 women, including 18
Republicans, up slightly from 56.
. made no gains in the last election.
But those numbers still amount
Women did slightly better but still
to only 13 percent in each cham—
are only 13 percent of the House
ber.
and Senate.
"Change is tremendously slow,"
Rep. Lucille Roybal—Allard, D—
said Amy Caiazza of the Institute
Calif., head of the congressional
Hlspamc Caucus, said Congress is for Women‘s Policy Research, a
"not even close to looking like the Washington—based research group.
rest of America." _
- She said that at the recent pace of
What Roybal—Allard is talking women getting elected at all levels
about is this: There are no black or of public office; "it‘s going to take
Hispanic senators. Nine percent of another century for women to
House members are black and 4 achieve equality."
There were 18 women in the
percent Hispanic. Blacks comprise
13 percent of the U.S. population; House when John Kennedy became
president in 1961. The 1992 elec—
Hispanics 12 percent.
Women fare better, particularly tion when Bill Clinton won the
in the Senate where they now hold _ White House also saw women in—
the most seats in history. If Maria crease their numbers in the House
Cantwell maintains her narrow lead from 30 to 48. —
~ Roybal—Allard, who was elected
in Washington, she will join first
By Jim Abrams
Associated Press Writer —

Lags Behind

Nation

to Congress in 1992, said things
Of the 39 blacks in the House,
have improved since then, when
including two nonvoting delegates,
male lawmakers were so unaccus—
38 are incumbents and the other,
tomed to working with women they
William Clay Jr., D—Mo., is filling
"didn‘t know how to act with us in
the seat of his father, who retired.
the elevators. Now they are not so
The situation is the same for His—
self—conscious. We are part of the
panics, where the one new face
group."
among 19 full House members,
Three House members are ‘Rep. Hilda Solis, D—Calif., is re—
openly gay, and two lawmakers —
placing a Hispanic she defeated in
Sen. Max Cleland, D—Ga., and —the primary.
freshman Rep. Jim Langevin, D— _
Black and Hispanic representa—
R.I. — use wheelchairs.
tion both increased substantially
after the 1992 election, a result
The Senate‘s minority popula—
largely of redistricting after the
tion stayed at three: Hawaii‘s
Daniel Akaka, a native Hawaiian;
1990 national census that reflected
Daniel Inouye, an American of
growths in their populations.
David Bositis, senior policy
Japanese descent; and Colorado‘s
Ben Nighthorse Campbell, an In—
analyst for the Joint Center for Po—
dian of the Northern Cheyenne
litical and Economic Studies in
tribe. .
Washington, said some 350 to 370
Since Reconstruction there have
of the 435 House districts will be
solidly in the camp of one party or
been only two black senators, Ed
Brooke, a Republican from Mas—
the other, ensuring that future
progress for minorities will be slow
sachusetts from 1967 to 1979, and
Carol Moseley—Braun, an Illinois
at best.
Democrat from 1993 to 1999. New
"Any increases in black repre—
Mexico is the only state ever to . sentation is going to have to come
in majority white districts, and that
send a Hispanic to the Senate, with
is more difficult," said Ron
two serving consecutively. from
Walters, a professorat the Univer—
1935 to 1977.

sity of Maryland.
Some black representatives
have achieved that, partly because
more American communities no
longer come in. black and white.
Julian Dixon‘s Los Angeles district
is only 40 percent black, but is also
eight percent Asian and 30 percent
Hispanic. Barbara Lee represents
an Oakland—Berkeley area that is 32
percent black, 16 percent Asian —and
11 percent Hispanic.
Roybal—Allard, who is the out—
going head of the Hispanic Caucus
in the House, said its members also
were encouraged by Hispanic ad—
vances at the state office level, not
only in California and other states
with large Hispanic populations but
also in places such as Rhode Island
and New Hampshire.
This should lay the foundation,
she said, for the "demystifying" of
Hispanics and improve "under—
standing that we are Americans and
we want the same things as every—
one else."
On the Net
. Institute for Women‘s Policy
Research: www.iwpr.org/

Toughen
Penalties for Crimes Against Gays ___
duced again in January.
months
after 43—year—old
RICHMOND,
Va. (AP)Commit—
—The two
"What I‘m asking you to do is
Danny
Lee
Overstreet
was
killed
Senate
Courts
of
Justice
make a statement against hate
teewouldon have
Dec.toughened
1, rejectedpenalties
a bill thatfor when
a
man
walked
into
a
gay
bar
against this particular category of
into signal
Roanokethatandsimilar
openedlégislation
fire, seems
people," said Sen. Patricia~$.
has
crimes
against
homosexuals,
Ticer, D—Alexandria, the
The 8—4 vote, taken more than little chance of passage if intro— "Patsy":
bill‘s sponsor;
1
a
Legislators on the committee
argued that Virginia has done noth—
ing to :condone persecution of ho—
Spiritual Resources
mosexuals.
"I know the intent is well mean—
in the Memphis Area
ing, but I think there‘s a fundamen—

Virginia Committee Rejects Bill to
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tal principle in the law that‘s being
ignored by this bill," said commit—
tee chairman Sen. Kenneth W.
Stolle, R—Virginia Beach.
"Everybody‘s equal in the eyes
of the law, everybody‘s equal in
justice. And what you‘re doing is
making some victims worth more
than other victims, and I just can‘t
agree to that."
Virginia‘s hate crimes law in—
creases penalties for crimes against
people based on their race or reli—
gion.

British

Government Forces Thr
ough Law to

Lower Homosexual Age
of Consent
By Ian Phillips
Associated Press Writer

LONDON (AP) — After three
defeats in the House of Lords,
Britain‘s Labor government re—
sorted to rarely used powers Nov.
30 to pass legislation lowering the
age of consent for homosexuals
from 18 to 16.
House of Commons speaker
Michael Martin said he was in—
voking the Parliament Act to
force through a Sexual Offenses
Bill that makes the age of consent
the same for both homosexuals
and heterosexuals. It became law
after being given Royal Assent by
Queen Elizabeth IL.
Lawmakers in the House of
Commons overwhelmingly ap—
proved the bill earlier this year,
.but the House of Lords this month
rejected it for the third time.
The Lords‘ powers, however,
are limited to delaying legislation
by blocking it and bouncing it
back to the House of Commons.
The Parliament Act was created
to ensure that the will of the
country‘s elected lawmakers pre—
vails.
The bill brings Britain in line
with most other European Union

nations.
"It is a reform which, in my
personal view, is long overdue
and is only right for a country that
has a history of reform and chal—
lenging prejudice," said Home
Secretary Jack Straw, Britain‘s
top law enforcement officer.
"This act will help us to build
a safe, just and tolerant society,"
he added.
Angela Mason, director of the
gay rights group Stonewall, said
Parliament‘s action was "a great
step toward equality."
"When the history books come
to be written I believe it will be
seen as the moment when this
country finally began to change,
when lesbians and gay men
started to take our place as equal
members of society," she said.
Peter Tatchell, of the group
OutRage!, said: "This victory is
a welcome and historic milestone
in the long struggle for gay hu—
man rights."
"My only regret is that it has
taken 33 years during which time
hundreds of gay men have been
unjustly jailed for victimless re—
lationships."
However, family values cam— _
paigner and Conservative ex—

Allows Same—sex Uni
ons

Leader of the Lords Baroness
Young accused the government
of behaving in a "completely dic—
tatorial manner" toward Parlia—
ment.
Straw dismissed the criticism.
"In the ‘circumstances I believe
that the use of the Parliament Act
in this case is proper and justi—
fied," he said.
Five years ago, Parliament
narrowly rejected lowering the
age of consent for homosexuals
to 16, reducing it instead from 21
to 18. Homosexual sex between
adults ceased to be a crime in
Britain three decades ago.

Election

Controversial Pastor

CHICAGO (AP) — A Method—
ist minister suspended last year af—
ter presiding over same—sex
marriages said church law allows
for such unions — if they take
place outside of the church.
In a twist on the traditional wed—
ding ceremony, couples at the
Broadway United Methodist
Church in Chicago exchange vows
at a ceremony with friends and
family outside of church and then
return to the church to celebrate
their unions, the Rev. Gregory Dell
said.
All weddings at the church now
are conducted in the same manner
in ceremonies for both hetero—
sexual and homosexual ceremonies

under a policy adopted Sept. 12.
Several. ceremonies have been held
since then, and more are planned, —
Dell said.
,
Bishop C. Joseph Sprague said
the ceremony and service appear to
satisfy church law.
Dell was suspended last year
after a church trial found that he
had violated United Methodist law
by presiding over the "holy union"
of two Chicago men in 1998. He
returned to the pulpit in July.
Dell said about 45 percent of his
congregation is gay or lesbian.
On the Net _.
Broadway United Methodist
Church: www.brdwyume.org

Outcome to Provide

Challenges,

But Not Insurmountab
le

WASHINGTON — With the
presidential election settled by a
historic Supreme Court decision
and the subsequent concession of
Vice President Al Gore on Dec. 13,
the Human Rights Campaign
pledged tp continue working for

progress in the new political envi—
ronment.
"We know there are challenges
ahead, but HRC has long proven

|

its ability to operate professionally
and effectively on shifting politi—
cal terrain," said HRC Executive
Director Elizabeth Birch.
"We will continue to work in a
strong, bipartisan fashion to further
our progress. With challenge
comes opportunity, and we will
seek to advance, not retreat, from
issues important to our commu—
nity," she said.

HRC is the largest national les—
bian and gay political organization
with members throughout the coun—
try. It lobbies Congress, provides
campaign support and educates the
public to ensure that lesbian and
gay Americans can be open, hon—
est and safe at home, at work and
in the community.
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Painful teeth
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We are a young and growing dertal
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a oye
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Quality of Life for
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual And Transgender Elders
and 88 percent reported income taxes, on average, than
By Elizabeth
Toledo and their coworkers were intolerant or entation,
"Most of the gay and lesbian
hearing colleagues make disparag— straightpeople.
Sean Cahill
condemning
of
homosexuality
organizations go about their plans,
ing remarks about gay and lesbian
among residents,
whileanswering
most other
* Medicaid regulations allow totally insensitive, and without
patients.
A
nursing
assistant
who
enters
married individuals to retain their thinking [they] exclude us," says
respondents
avoided
the
boomers — "out" homes without jeopardizing their 77—year—old Vera Martin, a found—
a room without
knockingengaging
sees twoin question.
Other
studies
report
thatre— for GLBTbaby
most of their lives — are in— spouses‘ eligibility for Medicaid ing leader of Old Lesbians Orga—
elderly
male
residents
the
staff
in
one
nursing
home
creasingly unwilling to retreat to coverage of nursing home care; this nizing for Change. "We have a lot —
oral
sex. Theaftertwotheareassistant
separated
fused
to notbathewanta resident
because
the closet when they encounter ho— protection does not apply to same— to share. Our life experiences can
immediately
no—
they
did
to
touch
"the
les—
mophobia in aging services. The sex couples.
tifies
her
supervisor.
Within
a
day,
bian,"
and
a
home
care
assistant
§
:
be a map for those coming behind
GLBT elderly population, cur—
one
man
is
transferred
to
a
pSychi—
threatened
to
"out"
a
gay
client
if
* GLBT seniors may have par— us."
rently estimated at 1 to 3 million ticular caregiving needs, as they
atric
ward andA placed
in four—point
he GLBT
reportedseniors
her negligent
care. people,
Activists like Martin have cre—
will increase to a projected may be less likely to have children ated several gay—specific service
restraints.
community
health
also
experience
4—6 million by 2030. However, the than heterosexual seniors, and may organizations for GLBT elders.
board,
holdsresponse
that thetotransfer
wasbe—a health
homophobia
in senior services
andof population
is severely understud— be estranged from their families of Senior Action in a Gay Environ—
warranted
"deviant
care.
Forty—six
percent
ied, and the population‘s size can origin. Some surveys indicate that ment, Pride Senior Network, Gay
— havior."
New
York
state‘s
Area
Agencies
only be estimated because most re— gay and lesbian elders are more & Lesbian Outreach to Elders, and
Thisinepisode,
reported in a Term
1995 entities
on Agingthat(AAA)
— federal
the regional
search does not ask about sexual likelyto live alone than hetero— others provide services to GLBT
article
ContemporaryLong
distribute
funds
orientation or gender identity.
sexual elders.. —
Care,
would
not
surprise
anyone
for
senior
services
—
report
that
elders and have pushed groups like
These findings are includedin.
familiar
with
the
experiences
of:
openly
gay
and
lesbian
seniors
* Even such basic rights as hos— NGLTF to do meaningful work on
study released pital visitation, or the choice to re— aging issues.
gay,
lesbian,(GLBT)bisexual
anda centers
would notin their
be welcome
at seniorto alastground—breaking
®
month by the Policy Institute side and die in the same nursing _ To support these efforts, the
transgender
elders.
In
areas,
according
of the National Gay and Lesbian home as one‘s partner, are denied GLBT community must examine
societyinthat
desexualizes
older athe1994lesbian
study.andOnly
19 percentinter—of Task
Force titled Outing Age: Pub— to same—sex couples.
people
general,
the
compound—
$ its own ageism, value its older
gay
seniors
lic Policy Issues Affecting Gay,
viewed
had
any
involvement
with
ing
influence
of
homophobia
fos—
* GLBT elders face particular members, and recognize their
Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender health risks, and may be less likely unique concerns. GLBT activists
ters a seniors.
hostile environment for theirA local
senfor center.
Elders.
GLBT
to have insurance. Disease preven— must address aging issues, and also
1994
survey
ofphysicians
and
Among the study‘s other find— tion strategies often ignore older demand that the needs of GLBT
‘medical
students
found
that
half
Homophobia
and
neglect
appear
ings are:
gay and lesbian people, and HIV/ seniors be incorporated into the
reported
witnessing
colleagues
pro—
widespreadin
nursing
homes.
In
a
* Same—sex couples are treated AIDS drug trials don‘t include work of mainstream aging organi—
vide
reduced
care
or
deny
care
to
recent
survey
of
nursing
home
so—
unequally by the Social Security older participants.
7
cial workers, more than half said patients because oftheir sexual ori— and
zations.
Medicaid systems, and in the
Homophobic and heterosexist
Engaging aging policy is not
taxation of pensions and 401(k) services and policies are exacer— just the right thing to do. It‘s also
Advertisingspacedonatedasapublicservice ofthe TriangleJournalNews
plans. This costs GLBT seniors bated by the ageism and social iso— in our self—interest. After all, with
Homophobia,

é
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:

hundreds of millions of dollars lation that elders often facewithin
each year in lost benefits that het— the GLBT community itself. GLBT
erosexuals take for granted, like media and activists often ignore old
Social Security survivor benefits, people and their concerns, and so—
spousal benefits, and the pension cialinstitutions tend to be age—seg—
income of a deceased partner. This — regated..Ageism permeates our
is particularly unfair since, without language, as in the characterization
legal recognition of same—sex mar— of older hang—outs as "wrinkle
riage, GLBT workers pay higher rooms."

luckwe‘ll all be old and gray some—
day.
"e
Elizabeth Toledo is the execu—
tive director of the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force and Sean
Cahill is the research director at
the NGLTF Policy Institute. To or— _
der a copy of Outing Age, please
visit www.ngitf. org.

For Pam and Sharron,
special orders
are a piece of cake!
Call Buns on the Run two days before your holiday event or office party.
Your made—from—scraich pie or cake will be ready to pick up and enjoy.

Buns on the Run
2150 Elzey Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 278—2867
(278—BUNS)
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Governors Executive Order Invalid
correct.
"ThisKing
is a separation
of powersof
issue,"
said
after
hearing
the
ruling.
"There‘s
a ‘gender.‘
lotofconno—
tation
with
the
word
It‘sor—
not
a
very
specific
word.
The
der
gaveforprotection
for homosexu—
alsstretches
and
sexual identity,
and that

Judge Declares lowa

By KristiPressChewWriter
Associated
DESdeclared
MOINES,
Iowaan(AP)—A
judge
invalid
executive
order
made
by
Gov.
Tom
Vilsack
last
year
that
prohibited
the
state
from
employment
discrimination
based onidentity.
sexual orientation and
gender
GlennE.
Pille,
PolkCounty
Dis—
trict
Court
judge,
wrote
that
Vilsack‘scategories
orderstretched
thewhatpro—is
tected
beyond
described
in Dec.
state 7.law. Pille issued
his ‘"The
decision
governorexceeded
his au—
thority
.
.
by
purporting
to
modify
the protected
classes,"
he wrote.
The
order
was
"a
violation
of thein
separation
ofpowers
provisions
theTwenty—three
Constitution ofIowa."
Republican
law—
makers
and
a
former
chief
of
thein
Iowa
State
Patrol
sued
Vilsack
July,
saying thethe executive
order
went
beyond
governor‘s
con—
stitutional
authority.
Vilsack
issued
theThe
orderorder
in September
1999.
banned
employment
. discrimination
insexual
state government
onmarital
the basis
of
orientation,
status,
gender
or gender
identity.
Steve King,
tiff,State
said Sen.
the judge‘s
decisiona plain—
was

beyond any action of any
governor.‘
Vilsack, in a statement, said he
would consider an appeal follow—
ing a "careful review" of the rul—
ing.
"The court ruling indicates the
executive branch of government
must partner with the legislative
branch to affect nondiscrimination
policies in state government,"
Vilsack said.
The governor said his adminis—
tration would uphold a part of the 4
Towa law providing "equal oppor—
tunity in state employment to all
persons."
The governor‘s legal counsel,
Brian Gentry, noted at the time that
Towa code already banned all dis—
crimination and said the code
should be applied broadly. Rather
than issuing directives on the code
to all state agency leaders, the gov—
ernor signed an executive order
against such employment discrimi—
nation, Gentry said.
The order to state directors de—

scribed a tolerant attitude expected . employment because of race,
of them regarding their hiring de— creed, color,religion, national ori—
cisions. Vilsack argued that such an gin, sex, age, or physical or mental
executive order can be given to the disability.
executive branch of state govern—
Jon R. Wilson, who retired from
ment.
the state patrol at the end of last
The
lawsuit
contended year, also was a plaintiff in the Re—
Vilsack‘s order modified the pro— publicans‘ lawsuit. King said Wil—
tected class of workers under state son was asked to participate as a
code and that it violated state non— leglslatlve plaintiff.
government‘s separation of pow—
Plaintiffs in the lawsuit were:
ers. The Legislature afterward state Sens. Steve King, Stewart
passed a measure nullifying the Iverson, Kenneth Veenstra, Lyle
order, which Vilsack vetoed.
Zieman, Nancy Bocettger, Jerry
Judge Pille cited current state Behn, Kitty Rehberg, David Miller,
code on the issue stating there Jeffrey Lamberti, Neal Schuerer;
should be no discrimination in state state Reps. Dan Boddicker, David

Johnson, Donna Barry, ‘Clel
Baudler, Mike Cormack, David
Lord, Henry Rahons, Dwayne
Alons, Effie Boggess, Ralph
Klemme, Hubert Houser, Bill Dix,
Bob Brunkhorst; and Jon R. Wil—
son.
The plaintiffs funded the law—
suit privately and Democrats have
said that the donors‘ names should
be released.
. "Now that Judge Pille has ruled,
there is no reason to keep secret the
names of those who financed this
lawsuit," Vilsack said. "Now is the
time for full disclosure."
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Gay Couple

LearnsJoys Social Challenges ofRalsmg Adopted Twms

._ ByNews
Tom&Steadman
Record
GREENSBORO,
N.C. (AP)table,—
One
twin
is
on
the
changing
squalling
and kicking
as hisdiaper.
parents >
struggle
with
a
pungent
"Sometimes
it‘s a littlegingerly
messy,"as
says
Bob
Page,
sniffing
he Partner
cleans upDale16—month—old
Ryan.
Frederiksen
is at
the
other
end
of
the
table,
gently
trying
to cajoletwinRyan
out Owen,
of his
tears.
Ryan‘s
brother,
— hiswide—eyed
but quiet,
standsLullaby
up in
crib
to
view
the
action.
— music
reo. plays softly on a small ste—
It‘s wake—upspacious
time at Page
andin
Frederiksen‘s
home
Greensboro‘s and
Newparenthood
Irving Parkis
neighborhood,
calling in stereo.
"Wea statement,"
didn‘t adoptPagethesesays.kids"Weto
make
bothone‘
loveofchildren.
Thesethings
little guys
arehave
the
neatest
that
ever
happened
in
ourlives."
But he knew
theiropenly
domestic
ar—
rangement
—
two
gay
men
rearing
Vietnamese—born
twins —
would
turn
heads
in
Greensboro
when they
got the boys cight .
months
ago.
HeadsNationally,
would turnthe almost
any—of
where.
adoption
children
bya highly
gay or lesbian
couples
remains
controversial,
hotly debated issue.
Political
groups
and own
religious
leaders,
each
citing
their
psy—
chological
studies
of
the
effectsof
an alternative
lifestyle
on side.
adoptive
children,
line
up
on
each
Researchers
say such
theyfamilies
aren‘t
even
sure
how
many
exist.
They
say many
gay parents
stay
in
the
closet
to
protect
them—
selves
and
their
children
from
cialFundamentalist
stigma. _ minister Jerryso—
Falwell
isgays
an ardent
public
foe who
believes
should
be
prohibited
from adopting
childrenjust
aspulpit
they
should
be
banned
from
the
or being
wednotat just
the altar.
And
it‘s
fundamental—
ists;
denominations
such
asChurch
United
Methodist,
Presbyterian
(U.S.A.)
and the Episcopal
Church
also
are
struggling
with
their
poli—
cies on

North Carolina doesn‘t permit a
"second—parent‘"‘ adoption, which
allows both partners to become le—
gal parents.
Thus, Page had to adopt the
twins as a single parent, then draw
up a separate legal agreement as—
serting Frederiksen‘s rights to the
children in the event of Page‘s
death.
Though adoption by a gay par—
ent may be legal in North Carolina,
it‘s certainly not commonplace.
"There are very few," says Brian
Neader, who leads a Charlotte sup—
port group for gay and lesbian par—
ents.
Though they probably aren‘t
unique in Greensboro, Page. and
Frederiksen have no such support
group to turn to, and, in fact, know
of no other local gay couples rear—
ing kids.
So they expect stares and some—
times questions.
Neighbors, and even most
strangers they encounter, have been
supportive or at least keep their
criticism to themselves, Page says.
"Nobody‘s really been nasty to us
yet, but that‘s coming."
Nineteen years ago, Page was a
disenchanted state auditor who par—
layed a penchant for flea markets
into his own company. Now, Re—
placements employs more than 700
workers and markets worldwide
with a multimillion—dollar budget.
He and Frederiksen, a 38—year—
old Michigan native and former
high school teacher, now a Re—
placements executive, have been
together for 11 years. Frederiksen
was teaching math at a private
school in St. Louis when he and
Page struck up a long—distance
friendship, then a romance.
"We wrote letters and talked on
the phone," Frederiksen says.
"Then he drqve out there. He made
it a business trip, just in case things
didn‘t work out."
Things did work out. They vis—
ited back and forth, then, at the end
of the school year, Frederiksen
moved to Greensboro. They cel—
ebrate their anniversary every
March.
Page, 55, is the area‘s most
high—profile gay businessman and
— one of the Top 25 gay entrepre—
homosexuality and gay neurs nationally, according to Gay
rights.
Financial News rankings. He was
_ Most states do not allow adop— one of the founders of the Triad
tions by same—sex couples, and Business and Professional Guild, a
three states —Florida, Mississippi local trade and social group for area
and Utah — ban all adoptions by gays and lesbians.
gays or lesbians, according to Jo
Replacements Ltd. is unusual
Wyrick, executive director of among local workplaces, and not
Equality NC, a statewide advocacy only because it is an openly
group that lobbies for legislation friendly place for gays and lesbi—
friendly to lesbian, gay, bisexual ans who work there. Employees
and transgendered individuals. wear casual clothes, address their
Utah, in fact, allows no single—par— bosses informally and are welcome
ent adoptions.
j
to bring their dogs to work. Page
North Carolina is among the 40 and Frederiksen have always
states that don‘t prohibit adoption brought Toby Lee and Trudy Mae,
by a gay single parent, provided their beloved miniature dachs—
that a judge determines the indi— hunds, to the office.
vidual to be a "fit" parent, Wyrick
Now, they bring the twins, too.
says. Butunlike 24 otherstates, —— __ A nanny cares for the twins in a —

room set up as a nursery while Page
and Frederiksen are busy working
in nearby offices. Often, they all
end up in the same office, the adults
trying to work and the boys play—
ing.
_
Like all new parents, their lives
have changed. They‘ve cut back
greatly on the cross—country trips
they normally take to browse flea
markets and estate sales for poten—
tial merchandise. Instead of going
to movies, they watch videos at
home featuring the Teletubbies,
Barney or other preschool favor—
ites.
Like other parents, Page and
Frederiksen are grateful for 20 min—
utes or so of quiet time after they‘ ve
finally gotten the boys to bed at
night.
These days, plastic high—chairs
and stuffed animals mingle with
antique furniture and fine carpets
throughout the house. The once—
spacious living room is home to a
semipermanent corral of knee—high
plastic fencing, where the twins
play amid piles oftoys.
"I used to work all the time,"
Page says. "Now, one ofus is usu—
ally in the corral with them. They
want you there."
"I always wanted kids," he says.
"Before I was even driving a car, I
was imagining myself having a
family with kids. Dale and I had
been talking about it for five years
or longer. We wanted the love and
enjoyment that all couples get from
having children."
Frederiksen says he had wanted
children, too, but thought that no
adoption agency would be friendly
toward a gay couple.
Then last fall, they heard about
a staffer‘ s friend who was pregnant
and wanted to give up the baby.
"We started thinking about it,"
Frederiksen said. "Bob wasn‘t get—
ting any younger, so we thought if
we were 0oing to doit, we‘d better
do it now."
That adoption dldn t work out,
but Page and Frederiksen were now
intrigued by the idea of rearing
kids. They sought out adoption
agencies and quickly determined
that an overseas adoption was their
best course. That way, the birth
mother or other blood relatives
would be less likely to go to court
to take the children back.
They settled on the Adoption
Center of Washington, a small, li—
censed, nonprofit agency with of—
fices in Virginia and the District of
Columbia that specializes in for—
eign orphans. Since 1992, the
agency has placed 300 foreign chil—
dren with adoptive American par—
ents, says founder and Executive
Director Linda Brownlee. A num—
ber of those have been same—gen—
der families, which have been
subjected to the same home—screen—
ing process as any other adoptive
parent, she says.
"Our mission is to find and pre—
pare families for orphans,"
Brownlee says."We look for the

same things in every family: indi—
vidual stability, the abilityto give
and receive love, a normal life ex—
pectancy and financial ability."
Page and Frederiksen passed on
all counts, she says.
Financially, prospective interna—
tional adoptive parents must prove
that they earn slightly more than the
federal poverty level. In 1999, that
was $16,895 for a family of four.
For Page, the millionaire owner
of a burgeoning company, meeting
the financial requirement was no
problem.
But the adoption wasn (cheap ~
Page says he ended up spending
about $60,000, including a $4,000
fee for the agency and more than
$12,000 for each child, paid to the
Vietnamese government. Then
there was the expense of two visits
to Vietnam, each requiring flights
of 40 hours each way.
There, they met the babies‘ birth
mother, a single, 24—year—old Viet—
namese woman from Long An

Province, a poor, rural area where
families live on an average of $200
to $300 a year. She gave birth to
the twins in July 1999. and decided
to give them up because ‘she was
too poor to raise: them.
"I know these babies are better
off with us," Page says.
Page and Frederiksen: take the
twins with them almost every where
— the gym, guild meetings and a
restaurant virtually every night.
Other hurdles, such as social
acceptance, may be tougher.
They‘re considering a church for
their family, and Page and
Frederiksen are still debating about
whether to home—school the twins,
or to send them to public or private
schools. They favor public school—
ing, although they know that Ryan
and Owen, coming from an alter—
native family, may be in for teas—
ing. That‘s why they requested
twins.
"This way, they‘ll always have
each other for support," Page says.
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Play

Based

. By Robert W. Black
Associated Press Writerr
LARAMIE, Wyoming (AP) —
In a hushed and somber hall, a play
about the brutal death of gay col—
lege student Matthew Shepard
made its Laramie debut about five
miles (eight kilometers) from the
scene of the crime.
The audience — some of whom
appear in the drama as characters
— cheered and gave a two—minute
standing ovation Nov. 28 after the
performance of The Laramie

Project.
"Certain wounds attack so deep
they can never fully heal but this
certainly helps the healing a lot,"
said Matt Galloway, one of the last
people to see Shepard alive.

On

Shepard

The play, produced by New
York‘s Tectonic Theater Co., of—
fers a vast array ofcharacters based
on interviews cast members and
production staff conducted with
residents after the University of
Wyoming student‘s beating two
years ago. It opened Feb. 26in
Denver and had its off—Broadway
opening May 18 in New York.
"For such a difficult topic and
subject it was so well done," said
Susan Stoddard, a Laramie coun—
selor. "I‘ m just so glad I was here."
Shepard is not a character in the
play, but he is described and re—
membered from different angles by
friends, teachers and acquaintan—
ces. Each of the eight actors por—
tray multiple characters.
Actor Stephen Belber‘s ani—

Slaying Comes to

mated portrayal of Galloway, a
Laramie bartender, drew some of
the loudest laughs. Most of the
mood, however, was solemn, as the
play took the audience through the
events surrounding the crime and
its effect on the city.
Galloway, who had seen the
play before, fidgeted in his seat at
times during the performance. He
said he has not yet grown accus—
tomed to watching "himself."
"You see your mannerisms,
your vocabulary," he said. "It‘s
definitely getting more difficult."
In October 1998, Shepard was
beaten, tied toa fence in a prairie
field and left to die. Two men,
Aaron McKinney and Russell
Henderson, are serving life sen—
tences for the murder.

Laramie

The attack, which spurred inter—
national condemnation and candle—
light vigils, has been repeatedly
referred to by President Bill
Clinton in urging Congress to pass
legislation allowing federal au—
. thorities to investigate crimes based
on sexual orientation.
The play is the culmination of
more than 200 interviews con:
ducted by New York playwright
Moises Kaufman and his theater
troupe during six visits to Laramie.
_ Actress Barbara Pitts, who por—
trays a lesbian university professor,
a Muslim woman and a grand—
mother of one of Shepard‘s killers,
said the cast has to strive to keep
from becoming too emotional on
stage.
"A lot of us have formed close
¢

DUAL CONTEST

TO PICK:

friendships now with one or more
people we play or someone that
we‘ ve interviewed a lot," she said.
Some in the audience dabbed
tears when actor John McAdams
portrayed Shepard‘s father, Dennis,
saying how he will miss his sons
and actor Greg Pierotti‘s rendering
of a hospital spokesman breaking
down when he announced that
Shepard had died.
The Laramie Project which has
been performed more than 200
times, runs for four more nights at
the University of Wyoming‘s 400—
seat Fine Arts Center main stage.
Hours before the play‘s Laramie
debut, Kaufman said Shepard‘s
murder was one of history‘s "wa—
tershed" moments, an event that
served as a lightning rod.
"Against that lightning rod you
see very clearly the ideas, the be—
liefs, that form the pillars of that
society," he said. "In those water—
shed moments, if you listen to
people, they will tell you how those
ideas govern their lives."
On the Net:
www.thelaramieproject.com
w w w ..curtain up. com/
laramieproject.html
Take Pictures?
Share them
with us!

FRIDAY, JANUARY

19, 2001

At

10:30 p.m.

MADISON FLAME—Memphis (1588 Madison Ave. — 901—278—9839)

(Al’l’lé.l£fs¥l‘10f‘§ 5: At the Club, Or Centerstatesi@vahoo.com, or 901—324—5382)

MALE. ILLUSIONIST AND
ENJOY SECOND CONTEST FOR REAL FEMALE TALENT!
THIS IS THE FIRST OF THIS TYPE CONTEST IN YEARS!

COME SUPPORT YOUR FAVORITE

CATEGORIES: On Stage Question; Evening Wear (of any type) and
Talent: Any form of talent for either contest but i may not use ammais, fire, in; water or be a

Send your pictures to
TJN
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111
or email to
memphistin@aol.com
(Please send
seperately as
attachments)

danger to audience or self. Category awards will be given.
Entry Fee $25. Prizes include: $150 for winner and 875 for 1st Runner up, and other prizes.
— REGISTRATIONaTTHR ChuB FRov s To io PM., ON naTK OF CONTESTS. A PANEL OF JUDGES TO DECIDE WINNERS.
i
SPECIAL ENTERTAINMENT
MATT SEXTON AND COMPANY
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

firsmueﬁlﬁAmiﬂlﬂ‘i’iﬂ‘é’ﬁﬂﬂﬁmﬂawﬁﬂt209lance®
At

inttwok slgnsnt gill — Momma-our“

Recycle Us!
Share Us With a Friend
Then, Recycle Us!
The Triangle Journal
News is printed on recycled —
paper — perfectfor wrapping
fish, lining bird cages or
training dogs!
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A Handy 4—Page Pull—Out —
Reference to Bars, Restaurants |
and Other Mid—South Resources

#

The

Triangle

Fri., Dec. 22
Sanders Family Christmas —
Circuit Playhouse — 726—
4656 — 8pm
*A Tuna Christmas — Play—
house on the Sqaure — 726—
4656 — 8pm

Sat., Dec. 23
+Peter Pan — Playhouse on the
Square — 726—4656 — 2pm
& 7pm
+Pinocchio — Circuit Playhouse
— 726—4656 — 2pm & 7pm
Sun., Dec. 24
Christmas Eve
TJN Calendar Girl‘s
Birthday
*First Congregational
Church — Services — 9am
& 10:30am

Calendar

of

Events

JANUARY

Thurs., Dec. 21
Hanukkah begins at
sundown
Winter Solstice
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —
Prescott Memorial Baptist
Church — 7pm
&
*MGLCC Potluck Dinner —
First Congregational
Church — 324—4297 —
:30pm
* Sanders Family Christmas —
Circuit Playhouse — 726—
4656 — 8pm
*A Tuna Christmas — Play—
house on the Square — 726—
4656 — 8pm

Journal

Holy Trinity — Children‘s.
Church Presentation —
11am
§
Living Word Christian
Church — Services — 10am
8 6pm
*Safe Harbor MCC — Services
— 11am & 7pm
Holy Trinity — Candlelight
Service — 5pm

Sun.,

Dec.

31

New Year‘s Eve

_

(Will the true Millennium

£14

Bug strike this time
around?)

— 7pm

& 10:30am

MADison

Church — Service — 7pm

Church Presentation —

(Jonesboro) — 7pm
«Gay and Lesbian Book

Living Word Christian

Discussion Group (The
Silk Road)~ Book Star

8 6pm

(Poplar Plaza) — 8pm

Safe Harbor MCC — Services

«Dart Tournament — The

— L1am & 7pm

OPEN 3—3

Jungle — 7:30pm

Holy Trinity — Candlelight

«Carol Plunk — Flying

Service — 5pm

COME

:

«HIV/AIDS Support Group

Church — Services — 10am

901—278—4313

—

Living Word Christian

5

«Holy Trinity — Children‘s

11am

Christmas Day
*LGCJ (Lesbian and Gay
Coalition for Justice) —
NO MEETING THIS
MONTH
«Pool Tournament — The
Jungle — 7:30pm

3

Holy Trinity — Bible Study

Church — Services — gam

ddi{Ghd

Jan.

Church — 278—6786 — 6pm

*First Congregational

1474
Mon., Dec. 25

Wed.,

*Taizé — First Congregational

Saucer — 8pm

«Carol Plunk — Magnolia —
9pm

Tues., Dec. 26
Kwanzaa begins
Integrity Board Meeting — —
— Calvary Episcopal Church
— 6:30pm
*J—Wag‘s — Free Pool — 10am—
6pm — Free Pool Tourna—.
ment — 7pm
. Wed., Dec. 27
*Taizé — First Congregational
Church — 278—6786 — 6pm
«Holy Trinity — Bible Study
— 7pm
Living Word Christian
Church — Service — 7pm
Tournament — The
Jungle — 7:30pm

"HANG OUt"

J—Wag‘s — Special Show —

WITH THE

Thurs.,

*New Year‘s Eve Party —

Jan.

4

«Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —
Prescott Memorial Baptist

10:30pm

Church — 7pm

Guys

_

«PFLAG — 761—1444 — 7pm
Mon.,

Jan.

1

New Year‘s Day

Thur-s", Dec. 28
«Peter Pan — Playhouse on the
Square — 726—4656 — 7pm

*Pool Tournament — The

Fri., Dec. 29
»Midtowners Bowling —
Cherokee Bowling Center
(2930 Lamar Avenue) —
7pm
‘

*J—Wag‘s — Free Pool — 10am—

Jan.

5

sored by NOW — WEVL FM
90 — 1pm
Tues.,

*A Tuna Christmas — Play—
house on the Square — 726—
4656 — 8pm

Fri.,

*"Fifty—One Percent" spon—

Jungle — 7:30pm:

Jan.

2

«Catholic Mass with special
invitation to GLBT people

bpm — Free Pool Tourna—

— St. Patrick‘s Cathedral —

ment — 7pm

7pm

—»Lesbians with Breast

«Midtowners Bowling —

Cancer — YWCA (766

Cherokee Bowling Center

South Highland) — 7pm

(2930 Lamar Avenue) —

*BGALA — University of
Memphis — 678—5719 —
7:30pm

7pm
*A

~

Tuna Christmas — Play—

house on the Square — 726—
4656 — 8pm

2117

Peabody

Sat., Dec. 30
*A Tuna Christmas — Play—
house on the Square— 726—
4656 — 2pm & 8pm
t A/{ixr

901—278—067 3

~ 852 S. Cooper
g?

901—278—MORE

Nan Lemons

—.__

Memphis,

2722853

TN

38104

Pat Crawford
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Opening Wide the

MBG Summer Ave.

[Doors for Qver

Fyetween [National and PJighland

__

Tan Years |

9Oo/»20—9576
5unclag: I 1:00 a.m.

hl-TCC®aol.com

Wed.: 6:00 p.m.

halgtrin ltgmemphleorg

Holy T’rinétg Community Church

Sat., Jan. 6
+A Tuna Christmas — Play— |
house on the Square — 726—
4656 — 2pm & 8pm
*Y‘ALL comedy duo —
Neshoba Unitarian Univer—
salist Church, 8580 Cordes
Circle, Germantown — 8pm

Holy Trinity — Bible Study
we 7pm *
‘Living Word Christian

Mon., Jan. 8
Katie‘s 28th Birthday
(and some guy named Elvis)
‘Lambda Group (Jackson,
TN) — Davis—Kidd Confer—
ence Room — 6pm
Pool Tournament — The
Jungle — 7:30pm

"pm

‘Dart Tournament — The
Jungle — 7:30pm
Mon.,

15

The Triangle

Martin Luther King, Ir.‘s

Saucer — 8pm

Joum

Birthday

Welcome lO ll1€

Copy & Ad Deadline for
Jan.

11

—

February 2001 TJN

Prescott Memorial Baptist

John‘s Methodist Church —

Church — 7pm

6:30pm

communilq as possihle. ll you would lil<e to add your
event or need to updale an exislinq evenl, please e—mail

Memphis Pride Open Meet—

«Mambo Mouth — Circuit

ing — Holy Trinity — 7pm

Playhouse — 726—4656 —

our Calendar Edilor, Angela Lamh, al

Pool Tournament — The

8pm

Jungle — 7:30pm

+ The Exact Center of the

canlsee3d@uahoo.com or call 729—3915

Universe — Theatre Mem—
phis — 682—8323 — running
through February 4

Fri.,

Jan.

12

*"Fifty—One Percent" spon—
sored by NOW — WEVL FM
90 — 1pm
«Midtowners Bowling —
Cherokee Bowling Center
(2930 Lamar Avenue) —
7pm
«Mambo Mouth — Circuit
Playhouse — 726—4656 —
8pm

Sat.,

Jan.

13

+Cho—Liang Lin, Violinist —

—

Germantown Performing
Arts Centre — 757—7256
«Mambo Mouth — Circuit
Playhouse — 726—4656 —
8pm

Tues.,- Jan. 16
—*J—Wag‘s — Free Pool — 10am—
bpm —Free Pool Tourna—
ment — 7pm
«AIDS Consortium Meeting —
United Way Building — —
(Union Avenue) — 3pm
«Integrity Worship (led by
guest leader, Dr. Michael
Schiefelbein, Dinner &
Program ("Coming Out
Spiritually: The Next
Step") — Calvary Episcopal
Church — 278—8915 or 374°
9484 — 6:30, 7:00 & 7:30pm
‘Lesbians with Breast
Cancer — YWCA (766
South Highland) — 7pm
*BGALA — University of
Memphis — 678—5719 —
7:30pm
Karaoke with Donna —
J—Wag‘s — 10pm—2am

CII'KJ leave a— message.

14

*First Congregational
Church — Services — 9am
& 10:30am
«Living Word Christian
Church — Services — 10am
& 6pm
‘Holy Trinity — Service —
L1am

:

Safe Harbor MCC — Services
— I1am & 7pm
«Mambo Mouth — Circuit

_

Wed., Jan. 17
*Taizé — First Congregational
Church — 278—6786 — 6pm »
Holy Trinity — Bible Study
— 7pm
«Living Word Christian
Church ~ Service — 7pm
«HIV/AIDS Support Group
(Jonesboro) — 7pimn
Dart Tournament — The
Jungle — 7:30pm
«Carol Plunk (Memphis CD
Release Party) — Flying
Saucer — 8pm

Playhouse — 726—4656 —
2pm

%

Remington, Russell, and the
Language of Western Art —
Brooks Museum — 578—

Brothers and Sisters Bowl—
ing — Cordova Lanes (7945
Club Center Cove) —

~ Page 16—Triangle Journal News— January 2001

Thurs., Jan. 18
«Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —
Prescott Memorial Baptist
Church — 7pm
«Carol Plunk — Elks Lodge —
(Jackson, TN) — 7pm
*MGLCC Potluck Dinner —
First Congregational
Church — 324—4297 —

Thanl< You.

& 10:30am
«Living Word Christian
Church — Services — 10am
Playhouse — 726—4656 —
8 6pm
8pm
Holy Trinity — Service —
11am
Fri., Jan. 19
‘Safe Harbor MCC — Services
*"Fifty—One Percent" spon—
— 11am & 7pm
sored by NOW — WEVL FM «Mambo Mouth — Circuit
90 — 1pm
Playhouse — 726—4656 —
Midtowners Bowling —
2pm
—
Cherokee Bowling Center — «Carol Plunk — One More (CD
(2930 Lamar Avenue) —
Release After Party) — spm
7pm
Brothers and Sisters Bowl—
«Carol Plunk — Barley‘s
ing — Cordova Lanes (7945
(Jackson, TN Release
Club Center Cove) —
Party with Band) — 8pm
5:45pm
«Mambo Mouth — Circuit
‘WAC Meeting — Call for
Playhouse — 726—4656 —
information (678—3339) —
8pm
S
7pm
«Mr. & Miss Superstar—
7:30pm

«Mambo Mouth — Circuit

Memphis — Madison Flame —
10:30pm | ° —

‘Memphis Bears Club Night

Sun., Jan.

TPiGl‘lq/G JOllPllG/ NGWS Calendar. We s

qu to provide as many upcoming events in lhe GLBT

Feast for Friends — St.

Cotton Pickin‘ Squares —

2787 — 3pm

Wed., Jan. 10
*Taizé — First Congregational
Church — 278—6786 — 6pm

Jan.

»*Carol Plunk — Flying

— The Jungle — 10pm

Tues., Jan. 9
*J—Wag‘s — Free Pool — 106am—
bpm — Free Pool Tourna
ment — 7pm
*J—Wag‘s — Free Pool — 10am—
bpm «Free Pool Tourna—
ment — 7pm
Lambda Circle — First
Congregational Church —
278—6786 — 6:30pm
‘Lesbians with Breast
Cancer — YWCA (766
South Highland) — 7pm
‘*BGALA — University of
Memphis — 678—5719 —
7:30pm
‘Karaoke with Donna —
J—Wag‘s — 10pm—2am

s

information (678—3339) —

Church — Service — 7pm

Thurs.,

Sun., Jan. 7 —
‘First Congregational Church
— Services — Iam &
10:30am
Living Word Christian
Church — Services — 16am
8 6pm
Holy Trinity — Service —
11am
"Safe Harbor MCC — Services
— 11am & 7pm
Peter Pan — Playhouse on the
Square — 726—4656 — 2pm
«Carol Plunk — One More —
5pm
‘Brothers and Sisters Bowl—
ing — Cordova Lanes (7945
Club Center Cove) —
5:45pm
‘MGLCC Town Hall Meeting —
First Congregational
Church — 324—4297 — 6pm

5:45pm
WAC Meeting — Call for

Sat., Jan. 20
—

«Mirror Image — Holy Trin—

ity — memphisgroup@
usa.com — 7pm
«Carol Plunk — Davis—Kidd

Book Store — 7pm
«Mambo Mouth — Circuit

Playhouse — 726—4656 —
8pm
*Get Back!

The
e

Broadway and

Gay and Lesbian

London Cast of

«

Beatlemania — Bartlett
‘Performing Arts and.

Memphis
C
Memb

_;

Conference Center — 385—
6440 — 8pm
f
s Night — Th
*Tsarus Club
Jungle — 10pm
Sun., Jan. 21

First Congregational
Church — Services — gam

Communrty
Center
Box 41074
Memphis 38174
S
Space donated as a public
f
service of the

wusuroer

pommes

come

—

m
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900me mwa Pinec menteme cmmnmnt.

meanerr

maconPe SO

Cueet,U0C tecass

vacantetet7menne2mes" ..c

Bill Johns

Larry Timmerman
Antique

UHMarehouse

Mall

2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901)323—0600
AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM
Members of American Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates
and rainbow flag) —
‘30pm:
Mon., Jan.

22

LGCJ (Lesbian and Gay
Coalition for Justice) —
Discrimination against
gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered people in

il

Calendar

of

Clubs and Restaurants

Front Street
$

$ Chin.
Attain

m

amples s cus

& boise
p. Cireuil l’lziyhousc

3rd Street

famil
[ BE tuk.y"
p""sat

ico
sieont—
— 6:30pm
International — U
«Concerts
of MHarris Concerf Hall —

* Gay Supportive

<

ol

“ll/ls’nriilHianiiilisIiiléegilll‘i-m the

527—3067— 8pm
*Karaoke with Donna —

a
a:

sees
Interstate 2

J—Wag‘s — 10pm—2am

i

:

.
O
>

h

g
32
|©
©

v

Clasbrock

Wed., Jan. 24
"Taizé — First Congregational
Church — 278—6786 — 6pm

12
I8

o
¢

— 7pm
«Living Word Christian
Church — Service — 7pm
Dart Tournament — The
Jungle — 7:30pm
«Carol Plunk — Flying Saucer

reverndie;
§
f
Watkins
"M
&

®

N.Willett

§

N. Avalon

®
(9

osa

ii
&
€

Thurs., Jan. 25
«Pageant — Playhouse on the
Square — 726—4656 — 8pm

&

«Mambo Mouth — Circuit
Playhouse — 726—4656 —
8pm
f

~

*>

McLean Blvd.
—

§

“34>

i

Morrison St.

a

®

®

pg

Elo0
a

l: >

i

g.

o
wa

Cooper§St

&

€
East Parkway

Pageanf (Fmends For Life
sponsor night) — Playhouse
on the Square —

— 8pm

7264656

«Mambo Mouth — Curcucl
Zlayhouse 726—4656 —
p19

Sun., Jan. 28
«Pageant — Playhouse on the

Square — 726— 4656 — 2pm
Mambo Mouth — Circuit
Playhouse — 726—4656 —
2pm
—Garol Plunk — One More —

Fri-g Jan. 26

—

A

Mon., Jan. 29
Tues., Jan. 30
*J—Wag‘s — Free Pool — 10am—
6pm — Free Pool Tourna—
ment — 7pm
.K;..;:;es fiztgzgl: 6

sored by NOW — WEVL FM
acergxzs:;;::smd
wai‘a‘zr‘f

7
<
8.

TJN Due Out

Wed., Jan. 31

*"Fifty—One Percent” spon—

2, — Playhouse on the
«Pageant

building, look for signs

‘>
3

&

.oarot Plunk — Flying Saucer

s

N

®

g
&
a

Verpa
az.

Ce

‘Map Not to Scale

Switchboard
g

‘ame St.

[5

$33
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h

&

324-4297
:

Not All Streets Shown

®
g
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+
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Memphis Gay & Lesbian

(é)
=
3
>
®
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8 ~
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Square — 726—4656 — 8pm

}

V

537
Union O

Sat., Janet
hotmail.com
memphisnow@
z 1m:

February 2001

_Tucker

o
3

®L
iii

>

Theatre — 754-2680 =
|
Timmng Through February

5pm

— 8pm

|
3
°C
2

g
3
a

PlGYhOUSC — 726—4656 —
8pm

‘Holy Trinity — Bible Study

18
®

McNeil

Square — 726—4656 — 8pm

©The Ladies of the Camellias
— Germantown Community

ment — 7pm

ite
LRE
a <the hart Nien
San

=
'
anclas
|coopmm gls=@:]
p
a*

( Poin

«Pageant — Playhouse on the

Jungle — 7:30pm
°J-Wag’s — Free Pool — 10am
6pm — Free Pool Tourna—

S MadisonFlame
10.. Mélange
11. Metro Memphis

4th Street

(2930 Lamar Avenue) —
7pm

.yopbo Mouth — Circuit

Tues.’ Jan‘ 23

6 lesqg 5L
Sum ThenS
. Lilly‘s
g [Elia/"2D“

2nd Street

Dabbles —
E.
F. Erench Quarter Inn
Ses S i
H. Holy Trinity Church
I. Inz & Onl‘z

Cherokee Bowling Center

employment and housing «__
Holy Trinity — 7pm

Pool Tournament — The

1. Amnesia

3

|P

Businesses and

Events

Midtowners Bowling —

A 24—hour Information Service
of the Memphis Gay & LesblanCommumty Center
Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News.
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Mid-South Community Resources
Al—Anon
(Co—dep
endency
):. Memphis
276—7379
=
Center
Lambda
= Alliance:
Leather/l
evi club » Box 42174,
Memphis
38174.
Aloysius Home,Inc.:
(SeeFriends
forLife).
American
GayAtheists
(AGA)
Memphis:
Box 41371,3430Memphis
381741371.
Aphrodite:
Summer
Ave, Memphis
38122.
BGALA
(Students
for Bisexual,
GayOffice&
Lesbian
Awareness):
BGALAc/o
of Greekemail:Affairs,bgala@ce.memphis.edu.
Box 100, U of M
38152,
# 729—3915.
BlackBox
&42157,
White — Men
Together38174—2157
(BWMT):
Memphis
# 276—0168
or276—4762. Box41803,
BluffCity
SportsAssociation:
Memphis&38174—1803
= 682—9928.League:
Brothers
Sisters
Bowling
@ 465—4371for Gay
— Richard
Andrews.Religious
Coalition
&
Lesbian
Affairs:Box
11274,Memphis
38111—0274
#
324—8523,
Len
Piechowski.
Cotton
Pickin‘
Squares:
Gay/Lesbian
Square
Dance
Club
+
Meets
Thurs.,
Prescott
Memorial
BaptistChurch
»2298
Elzey,
Memphis
38104
#
272—2116.
Crossroads:
African American
Gay men‘s1st
motivation/support/social
group.Meets
&Freemont
2nd Fridays.Ave.,ConradMemphis
R. Pegues,38114,
1902
4F:crpegues@aol.com.
Leather/Levi group + 698 Pope Dr.,

f

l

#
32—PRIDE,
e—mail:
FamilyMag@aol.com, http://members.
DENTAL SERVICES
MphsPride @aol.com.
aol.com/familymag/homepage.html.
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist « 79
Memphis TransGender Alliance: TV/TS
The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is
Recovery Times: Free monthly newspa—
North Cooper # 685—5008.
support group ® c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
printed as a public service, and its listings
per focusing on addictions & recovery.
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, & Nash—
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, account—
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
— herein have requested to be listed, but have
ville TN # (901) 377—7963.
ing, estate planning = 753—1413.
41 S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
not been charged. All phone numbers are
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
Donald
Nationa
Morgan
lOrgani
Bookkeeping and Tax
zationforWomen(NOW):
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
newspaper published by Printers Ink «
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305
Box 40982, Memphis 38174 # 578—3286
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
or e—mail at memphisnow @hotmail.com.
@ 458—0152. ©
@ 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Alco—
memphis TJN@aol.com, website: http://
Airport Bookmart*®: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
holics): Memphis Lambda Center
® 345—0657,
hometown
200 # 818—4134, 800—227—4146, fax: 818—
@ 276—7379 or 4541414.
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
4233.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
@ 744—7494,
_.
Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Mem—
FLORISTS
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North
# 323—0600.
phis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
§
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
White Station = 683—9649.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
express your sympathy to family, friends,
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
# 454—7765,
co—workes, clients. # 578—9107;
# 1—901—664—6614 for information, e—mail:
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
burtren@aeneas.com
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7
Summer # 323—2665.
Biorhythm Charting. Nuemerology, Tarot
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd
® 278—5002.
Reading, Chinese Astrological Lunar
# 454—1414,
# 396—9050.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print—
Placement Interpretation and Yin Yang
Safe Harbor MCC: 1488 Madison Ave.,
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell
ing service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts,
Rd
Sticks. Personal consultations by appoint—
Chapel # 458—0501.
@ 744—4513,
etc. # 795—4308.
ment only: # 377—7701.
Seriously Sober—(AA): Memphis Lambda
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave.
J.W. Hustrations: Pen & Ink drawing of
Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
Center = 276—7379 or 454—1414.
# 373—5760;
homes # 386—8193.
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper
Southern Country Memphis: Country
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 #454—1411.
# 725—0521.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Western Dance Club.
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & appli—
Amnesia*: 2866 Poplar = 454—1366.
Southern Sisters: Support group for
processing & printing services. Full color
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street
ance repair # 274—7011.
transexual women (male to female)
post card advertising. Call = 452—2766 or
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
# 276—5522.
# 728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
e—mail; btag69a@prodigy.com. —
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
Bourbon‘ Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
See—$: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
ter Suites)*, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
Hotel) = 726—5910.
sive Christian Church » Sun. Service 6:30
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
Buns on the Run: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104
i
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
p.m., meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
Bartlett 38112.
meditation classes # 682—0855.
# 278—2867 (278—BUNS).
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Coo—
Chaos*: 60 South Front # 578—VIBE (8423).
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
AIDS Service Organization » 1384 Madi—
per, # 726—1300.
. Crossover*: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—
Tuesday at 7 pm at The Jungle,
son, Memphis 38104‘ = 272—0855 or
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper,
MS # 601—327—0942.
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
@ 788—4PLA (4752)
# 278—AIDS.
# 272—2853.
Crossroads*: 1278Jefferson # 276—8078.
9pm).
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Wor—
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
Crossroads II*: 111 N. Claybrook
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
in greeting cards for lovers only » P.O.
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
5
# 274—8655.
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
study: Wed. 7 pm; 3430 Summer
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
# 357—1921.
= 320—9376. _
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
Jake‘s Place: 356 N. Main = 527—2799.
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: = 1—800—
The Mid—Towners Bowling League:
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. » 1447
Lilly‘s Dim§um Thensome: 903 South
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
# 323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 324—GAYS _
Cooper # 276—9300.
James Bailey.
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm» c/o Calvary
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
Lorenz*: 1528 Madison = 274—8272,
* 24—hrs. _
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club » Box 41082,
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison
Human Rights Campaign: # 327—2677,
Memphis 38174—1082.
# 525—6602.
ings » 2228 Central # 725—0049.
jmaynard2 @ earthlink.net
:
# 278—9839.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
—
Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
Lambda Center = 276—7379.
exp., ref., onsight est., « = 274—0281
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
38677 =
662—234—1258 email:
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Mem—
evenings or weekends.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth
—
_ @ 274—8010.
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http://
phis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500 for
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1—800—399—
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba.
information.
housesittingbycompetent,caringcouple
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE —
PEER.
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu—
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
# 726—6198.
(6673).
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F
Rape:Crisis: = 528—2161.
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm «
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Air—
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis
340 N Garland # 276—0577.
# Business: 377—1075.
_ ways Blvd. #701 # 396—1969, 3727 South
# 274—7477,
$3
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
Loving Arms (Services for HIV+ Women — WAC (Woman‘s Action
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
Transvestite—Transexual National
Coalition): PO
&
Their Children): Shelia Tankersley,
# 272—STAR.
Hotline: = (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
P.O. Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173 #
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave.
Sat.).
j
= 678—3339.
725—6730.
Gatewood # 481—7900.
# 274—9794,
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
LEGAL SERVICES
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
~ Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law:
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 # 335— — Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar —
MS # 601—767—9500.
4673. Highway 51, N., Senatobia, Miss.
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
MAGY for info; website:www.geocities.
,
# 682—2170.
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
38668 # (662) 562—0030 phone & fax.
Vantek: Internet Services * Box 11187,
_ COUNSELING SERVICES
com. westhollywood/1772/.
The Kutt Nightclub*: 92 North Avalon
David
Hooper,
Attorney at Law: 1870
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ave.,
Memphis Bears Club: PO Box 111094,
Memphis 38111—0187 = 324—4999,
# 276—9122,
Union Ave # 274—6824.
Memphis 38111—1094 = 276—4823,
Ste. 315 # 726—1284.
viadmin@vantek.net.
e—mail:
‘The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North,
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
e—mail: http//members.xoom.com/
Jackson, TN # 1—901—668—3749.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Jefferson
Ave.
#
529—8888.
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
memphisbears.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 1545 «Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney De—
CARDS & GIFTS
Fully Alive! A center for personal entrich—
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health:
velopments: 194 Looney Ave. = 525—3044.
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper
Union Ave. = 278—1004.
ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
Robert
= 728—6535.
§
Ross,
Attorney
at
Law:
100
N.
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples &
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Cen—
Realty: 757—B West Poplar Ave.
GGS Gourmet: = 278—6218 or on the web
Main, Ste 3310 = 525—0417.
group therapy. # 323—2078 » Sliding fee
ter (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis 38174
# 853—0237.
;
at GGSGourmet.com
Jocelyn
D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law:
scale.
# 324—4297.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
5118
Park
,
Ste
232,
=
684—1332.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown loca— _
Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place
,_ Realty: = 377—1057.
Jason O. Young, Jr., Attorney at Law:
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
tion; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay. &
for 12—step recovery programs » 1488
Darian Porter, Affiliate Broker, The Carter
147 Jefferson, Ste 806, = 728—4000.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
transgender; individuals, couples
Madison # 276—7379, 726—6293,
Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown
@ 745—3300.
#
527—1098
LODGING
527—1461, or 327—3676.
.
# 753—7222, 278—4079.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
ABC
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
(Affordable Basic Comfort) Retreat:
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
Steve
Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Com—
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates
Nightly/weekly rates on smoking and non—
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
Justice: Box 241363, Memphis 38124 e—
pany: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
# 327—6165.
i
mail: Igc@ gaymemphis.com, web page:
smoking rooms # 377—7701.
TRAVEL
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison
chological Counselor Simmons, Kelman
httpzl/WWW.gaymemphis.com/Igcj.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Diverse Excursions: = 726—4672 or
# 523—8912.
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste 316
Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi—
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
_dx_jon@yahoo.com.
The King‘s Cottage: Newly renovated, 87—
>
® 369—6050.
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events »
Memphis Lambda Center = 276—7379.
Great
American Cruises, Inc.: Cruis
89
Clark
Cliff
Box 111265,
Heegel,
Place,
PhD:
Midtown
Licensed
Memphis
Memphis 38111
Psychologist
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
a 722—8686, www.thekingscottage.com.
Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150
Second # 525—5302.
# 767—1066.
MASSAGE SERVICES
Travel Customized by Jean Morris: Mem—
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
ABC A Bodywise Company Retreat: Re— §
ber International Gay & Lesbian Travel
Printers Ink
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
laxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
Association # 465—2936.
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW:
sports massage. Biorhythm charting. By
# 578—9107.
Desktop
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED
appointment. # 377—7701.
f
M. Todd Puckett, MS: Individual & group
AT THESE LOCATIONS
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
therapy. « 5180 Park Ave, Ste. 125
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave.
Publishing &
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
# 869—0300 ext. 1 » Sliding fee scale
# 726—5521..
sage by appointment. # 761—7977.
Memphis and Shelby County Public
available.
goods
Design
MEDIA
J. Kent Usry, CMSW: Individual, couples,
Library: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine
bereavement & sexuality counseling.
* Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948,
# 578—9107.
# 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
€t 30
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New Collection of Letters Reveals Private Side of

"You
canyouneverquite
make him
By Jill Lawless
Once
think
you‘ve
got
Associated
Press Writer out.
him,Holland,
he eludeswhoyou."assembled 300
LONDON
(AP)misunderstaod,"
— "I live in — previously unpublished letters for
fear
of
not
being
the
collection,
saystothisthesense
of
wrote
Oscar
Wilde.
mystery
is
the
key
world‘s
‘It‘a
been
100
years
since
the
ongoing
interestarein hisverygrandfather.
Irish—born
writer‘s
death,;
but
his
"Bits
ofhim
fearPlaywright,
still has notpoet,
been novelist
realized. and tory," he says. "There arecontradic—
the ob—
vious
ones,
like
being
a
married
essayist,
Wilde
wore
a
eonfound—
homosexual,
butsothere
areconflict—
other
ing
number
ofguises
—
the
young
things.
There
are
many
aesthete
wowed
America witon ing opinions about him. Some
aconquering
lecturewhotour;London‘s
the glittering
said heandwasotherpeople
a dreadful, odi—
West
End; people
ous
character,
said
thesexualruined
man,
jailed
for
homo—
he
was
utterly
charming
and
won—
acts; and, finally, the bank— derful.
rupt
exile.
: 1900,SinceWildehis© has
deathbeenon both
Nov.wor—
30, "I think the truth is
shipped and celebrity,
reviled, heldstyleupguru,
as a
prototypical
social
radical asanda gay
icon —social
and
rediscovered
sparkling
observer.
Thesein The
facetsComplete
and—.more
areof
present
Letters
Oscar
Wilde,thana thick
tome
thatwrit—
col—
lects
more
1,500
letters
tenfriends,
to Wilde‘s
family
members,
publishers,
lovers
and en—
emics.
f
Itscentenary
publication
coincides
with
thean anniversary
ofthe
writer‘s
death,
marked —fascination
intesta—
~ ment
to
our
continuing
with Wiincluding an exhibition
a plethorarun—of
events,
ning
untiland Feb. 4 at theofBritish
Li—
brary
Wilde‘s
moving prose piece, De Profundis,
at London‘s
Nationalof Theater.
"In
the
context
his century,
hequiterepresents
something
really
extraordinary,"
says
Merlin
the book‘s
editora mod:—
and.
Holland,
Wilde‘s
grandson.
"There‘s
ern
abouthimhimfascinating.
which con—
tinuesappeal
to make
Petltlons Seeking to
Repeal Miami—Dade‘s Anti—gay Law
MIAMIandits
(AP)allies
— Theturned
Christian
Coalition
in pe—
titions
containing
thousands
ofsig—
natures
in a County
bid to ordinance
repeal a
Miami—Dade
banning discriminationagainst ho—
mosexuals
Dec.ofTake
1 ; Back Miami—
Members
Dade
County,
a groupturnedspearhead—
ing
the
repeal
drive,
whatthanits
members
said
were
more
59,000 signatures to the. county
._ clerk‘s
Thatoffice.
would bewell over
probably
both. There wasthis sense of enor—
mous self—assurance, of egotism, of
arrogance even, And when you get
through that, you come down to a
warmhearted, generous—spirited
human being. That is what comes
out ofthese letters."
Holland says the letters reveal
hitherto neglected sides of Wilde,
from the young graduate who seri—
ously considered an academic ca—
reer to the lonely exile who could
write, with surprising tenderness,
"I often find myself strangely
happy.".
The first letter in the book is
from a 13—year—old Wilde to his
mother ("The hamper came today,
I never got such a jolly surprise.")
The last
a demand for money
— was written nine days before he
died of cerebral meningitis in a
Paris hotel room at the age of46.
He had left Britain in disgrace
in 1897 after serving two years in
prison for "gross indecency" fol—
lowing a failed libel suit against the
Marquis of Queensberry, father of
Wilde‘s lover, Lord Alfred Dou—
glas.

Enigmatic, Oscar Wilde:

idea of homosexuality.
Like Wilde‘s plays, the letters Wilde‘s wife and sons, including
"If I am going to have to be Os—
his
own
father,
Vyvyan.
drip with epigrams. Toward the
car Wilde‘s grandson, then rather
"He wasn‘t really spoken
end, they frequently plead for
than sitting like an animal in the
money. They are increasingly mov— about," Holland says of his grand—
zoo with a label on me, I might as
ing as they shift from ebullient self— father. "He lived in the back—
well have some sort of function."
ground."
confidence
to
sorrowful
Still, he adds, "There‘s going to
Nonetheless, Holland speaks of
stocktaking.
come
a time when I‘ ve got to climb
"In a way, the letters counter— "making the most of what I have
down
and move on somewhere
balance the sparkling superficial— to live with," and his next book,
else. I can‘t just go ondoing this.
After
Osear,
will
look
at
the
im—
ity ofhis life," Holland says. "They
I‘ve got to move on in my life."
show him as theproud father of a _ pact of Wilde‘s fall on his family,
EDITOR‘S NOTE—The Com—
baby boy. ... The family side comes friends and public.
plete
Letters of Oscar Wilde is pub—
"I don‘t think he really is reha—
out more strongly than ever.
lished in the United States by Henry
bilitated
here,
even
now,"Holland
"An awful lot of the literary let—
Holt and has been released in Brit—
ters published today reinforce says. "Middle England is still
.
ain
by Fourth Estate.
vague rumors about people‘s pri— slightly uncomfortable about this
vate lives. With Oscar Wilde, all
the skeletons fell out of the closet
R SELLING
in 1895. His whole life was paraded
before the world in all its gory de—
tail. His letters are an antidote to
the literary scandalmongering,
rather than a reinforcement of it."
Holland — whosegrandmother,
Constance Wilde, changed the fam—
ily name in an attempt to protect
her sons — has spent two decades
researching his ancestor, correcting
what he sees as misrepresentations
of Wilde and his legacy.
Part researcher and part guard— _
ian, he refers to himself as a con—
duit linking Wilde, academic
.._
we
researchers and thegeneral public.
"I think he has occasionally
WOODLAN
D)
been ill—served by publishers who
have been less than scrupulously
REALTOR® MLS
honest," Holland says. "Oscar
. gmx@ac).comor glenn@glennmecre.com
. Wilde without scandal is not Os—
car Wilde.
"My role is to bring a new view
of Wilde to the public, partly —
though my own research and partly .
through what‘s going on in the aca—
demic world. It‘s a very privileged
position."
%f
Born 45 years after Wilde‘s
death, Holland escaped much ofthe
© sulluing and stigma endured by

"weg 03

Groups Turn In

the

35,000, or, 4 percent, of the
county‘s registered voters the
group needed to have sign. The
petition states that its backers are
against a 1998 amendment to the
Miami—Dade civil rights law mak—
ing it illegal to discriminate in em—
ployment, housing and public
accommodation based on sexual
orientation.
3
That amendment was adopted
two years ago by the county

mission on a 7—6 vote.
In 1977, county voters over
turned a similar law after former
beauty queen Anita Bryant led a
crusade against it.
The county clerk‘s office on
Dec. 1 forwarded the petitions to
the county elections department for
verification of the signatures
handed in. Ifthat process showsthe
group meets the 35,000—signature
requirement, the referendum will
be put on the ballot in the next
countywide election.
Had the petition drive managed
to pull in 8 percent of registered
Miami—Dade County voters, a spe—
cial election could have been or—
dered up right away.
s
"It‘s important because this
amendment is unnecessary. It‘s a
cruel hoax on homosexual persons
because it does not afford them any
real protection," Eladio Jose
Armesto, communications director
for Take Back Miami—Dade, said

in handing in the petitions.
"It also is a very divisive issue
for this community," Armesto said.
"It‘s been used to harm children,
such as defunding the Boy Scouts.
It‘s fundamentally unsound public
policy."
That was not the view ofJorge
Mursuli, leader ofthe gay—rights _
group Save Dade that backs the
ordinance and is fighting the repeal
drive.: Members of Save Dade
crowded into the county clerk‘s
office with members ofTake Back
Miami—Dade as the signatures were
delivered.
"It‘s a dangerous signal. It po—
tentially sends the signal that it‘s
OK to discriminate against certain
people," said Mursuli. "It sends a
message that there‘ s a sector of the
community that wants us to go
away."
That won‘t happen, the Save
Dade leader said of Miami—Dade‘s
gay and lesbian community.

depahmémmnundgeﬁmoﬁ
Kathy Switzer, Pastoral Leader
Located at the Lambda Center
1488 Madison Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104 .
(gor) 4538—0501—
MCC denomination web site: mufmec.com

Worship Services: Sundays, 10:30 AM
Bible Study: Thursdays, 7:00 PM
This month: “Recovering from Bible Abuse"
Do you play piano?
We are a small, but enthusiastic congregation andwe‘d love for
you to shareyour talents! Pays $25 perweek.
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. perately in need of money for the
family hewill soon leave behind.

: Deep Inside

Looking a
Fox—y
The comedy—writing duo of Dan
Studney and Kevin Murphy, best
known as the tunemasters behind
the recent Hollywood stage—musi—
cal mounting of the pot—centric
camp classic, Reefer Madness, are
heading to prime time. Murphy and
Studney have set up two television
projects, one at Fox and one at
ABC, which—could make show
queens very happy. The Fox
project, currently being called
Killer Queens, is a fish—out—of—wa—
ter camedy about three New York
drag queens who move to rural
Iowa to run a karaoke bar. Each
episode will include a big dance
production number and a pop song
worked into the fabric of the show.
Studney and Murphy are also hard
at work on a New York production
of Reefer Madness, as well as an
ABC project about a young woman
who leaves medical school to pur—
sue her dream of making it as a
Broadway composer and lyricist.
The main character will see the
world in exaggerated musical fan—
tasy sequences... a gimmick sure to
generate morewater cooler talk
than Ally McBonehead‘s dancing
baby. No word yet on when we can
expect either project to hit the air—
waves.
Killer Queens

by Romeo San Vicente
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 o o o o
Malkovich Game for

Game, which is set to roll before
cameras in Europe. Italian director
Liliana Cavani will direct the film,
Overpriced 20—something Matt
which takes place years after The
Damon may not be be—back for the
Talented Mr. Ripley. Tom Ripley
second big—screen installment of
Patricia Highsmith‘s homoerotic is nowa wealthy, married criminal
Ripley series, but that doesn‘t mean — living on the outskirts of Parisjand
finds himself in need of a hench—
it‘s not getting made. John
man to take out some of his com—
Malkovich and Ever After hunk
petition. He ultimately settles on an
Dougray Scott have signed on for
English picture framer who is
roles in Fine Line Features‘ $12
stricken with leukemia and is des—
million thriller sequel, Ripley‘s
Ripley

SUSAN
MACKENZIE
Attorney At Law

266 S. Front St.
Suite 206
Memphis, TN 38103
527—7701

As other denominations
tell you "No,"
we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES !"

First
UNITED

Congregational
CHURCH

OF

CHRIST

An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value of every human life

Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins « 278—6786 phone; 278—2071 fax
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
Rev. Scott Howell, associate pastor
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The Beauty of
Television
Queer Oscar—winning American
Beauty producers Dan Jinks and
Bruce Cohen are moving to New
York... sort of. The dynamic duo
have teamed up with racy New
York playwright Nikki Silver (of
the gay—themed play, The Food
Chain) to develop a sitcom for Fox.
The Plimptons will center on a "de—
lightfully neurotic‘ family living in
New York‘s Upper West Side. Ru—
mor has it Silver has already deliv—
ered a first draft of the project,
which sounds like a godsend, as
televison really hasn‘t recovered
from the loss of Seinfeld.
Sony Bags Minkoff
Rob Minkoff, one of the direc—
tors of The Lion King and Stuart
Little has signed a three year pro—
duction deal with Sony, including
a hefty seven—figure agreement for
Minkoff to direct Stuart Little II
which is expected to have a whop—
ping $100 million budget. Also in—
cluded in the deal is Minkoff‘s
producing partner Jason Clark, who
executive produced the gay—themed
Happy Texas.
Many of Romeo San Vicente‘s
friends findhis family to be "de—
lightfully neurotic." You can reach
Romeo in care of this publication
or
via
email
RomeoDeep@aol.com. For more
Deep Inside Hollywood, visit
www.popcorng.com, www.gay.com
orwww.queery.com.

Queer as Folk: Showtime
Comes Out With a
Gay—oriented Series
By Frazier Moore
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — This is
blatantly, brashly a show about gay
life. Not that there‘s anything
wrong with that. But can Queeras
Folk become a hit?
Showtime sure hopes so. And
when it launchedthe 22—episode
series Sun. at 9 p.m. CST with a
two—hour premiere, this much was
certain: Queer as Folk puts a star—
tling new spin on "Must—See TV."
Here, made public, are the pri—
vate lives of four pals managing
their 20s in and out of Pittsburgh‘s
gay scene. And as one of them tells
the viewer at the outset, "It‘s all
about sex."
That‘s Michael speaking. He‘s
the self—described "semicute boy
mext door" who acts as the series‘
narrator and tour guide. But like
most men, he engages in far less
sex than in wistful talk about it. The
same goes for Ted, whose sweet
gloominess nicely complements
Michael‘s wry sparkle.
Faring better with Eros, Emmett
is a proud—to—be—one queen who
trills, "I‘d rather my flame burn
bright, than be some puny little pi—
lot light."
But they all are humbled by
Brian. Unlike them, he has a high—
powered job (at an advertising
agency). He has a fancy bachelor‘s
loft.
More to the point, he is gor—
geous, imperial and sulky, and
seemingly can lasso any male he
wants, whether it‘s some hotshot at
his favorite disco, Babylon, or a
client and family man he targets in
the lavatory after their business
meeting.
Now add to the mix winsome
Justin, a high—sehool—«boy who
latches onto Brian; Melanie and
Lindsay, a loving lesbian couple
whose newborn son was conceived
in vitro with Brian‘s seed; and,
cooking up wisecracks at the diner,
Debbie, a blowzy confidante who,
besides being Michael‘s mother,
serves as den mother to the gay
crowd he is part of.
But back to the sex. Must—See
TV? How much do we see?
Well, we see lots oftaboo—bust—
ing bare flesh (plenty of it Brian‘s)
in steamy scenes of explicit sug—
gestion. In other words, nothing
you wouldn‘t count on from an R—
rated film if the characters hap—
pened to be heterosexual. Nor is the ,
language, however graphically ap—
plied, any saltier than, say, on The
Sopranos.
To what purpose? Queer as Folk
tells its TV audience a story, with
unprecedented candor and no
apologies, about a certain group of
comrades. It promises to be funny,

painful and outrageous.
And splendidly performed.
Queer as Folk boasts an outstand—
ing cast. Of special note: Hal
Sparks (a former host of E!‘s Talk
Soup) as Michael; Gale Howard as
Brian; Randy Harrison as the
young, but by no means exploited,
Justin; and Sharon Gless (Cagney
& Lacey) as Michael‘s mom.
This American edition was de—
veloped from the wildly popular
British original by co—executive
producers Ron Cowen and Daniel
Lipman. —
Partners — professionally and
personally — for a quarter—century,
they had produced An Early Frost
in 1985, the pioneering TV movie
about AIDS, and created the saucy
NBC series Sisters, which pre—
micred in 1991.
With their current project, they
are clear in stating what it is. And
what it doesn‘t pretend to be: The
aim, they explained in a recent con—
versation; is not to offer a window
into the Gay Community, nor to
isolate some representative sample
of the Gay Lifestyle.
Meanwhile, Cowen and Lipman
spoke of their intention to depict
their heroes as sexual beings, not
as clowns or eunuchs (TV‘s usual
options for a gay character). On
Queer as Folk; no one will be pun—
ished, ipso facto, for indulging
lusty appetites.
Fing. But the series has set a
daunting challenge for itself: no—
holds—barred frankness coexisting
with crossover appeal.
It seeks to chart its chosen
course through the gay experience
in a way insiders can identify with,
while making that life relatable to
everybody else. But in the case of
the uninitiated watching Queer as
Folk, will the entertainment value _
balance out the shock value?
In weeks to come, other issues
may arise: Just how interesting to _
watch is 20—something singles life
any way, regardless of sexual ori—
entation? And how many obvious
double—entendres in the dialogue
can any viewer stand?
The answers will reveal them—
selves, viewer by viewer.
"I‘m just hoping that people re—
spond to the characters," said
Lipman, "and get beyond the fact
that they‘re gay and —"
"They have to," Cowen cut in
hopefully, "for the show to have
‘any life."
And what to do about the view—
ers who just can‘t?
"Go to their homes and have an
intervention?" Lipman proposed,
smiling. "Bring them a pizza and
talk about it?"
On the Net:
www. showtimeonllne com/
queer/
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Canary

in town while Clarisse does what—
ever tickles her fancy. The only
drawback is that their friends and
acquaintances keep getting mur—
dered. And so begins the page—turn—
ing series of the unlikely detective
couple, a gay man and his fag hag.
Charlie‘s Angels was such a box
office success at the end of last
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behind this se—
Alyson Publi—
§
ries, Nathan Aldyne, is actually the
cations. They were republished in
pseudonym of Michael McDowell
1998 as part of the Alyson Clas—
and Dennis Schuetz. McDowell is
sics Library. I am talking about the
a novelist and screenwriter
Daniel Valentine and Clarisse
(Beetlejuice and The Nightmare
Lovelace mysteries written by
Before Christmas). Schuetz died in
Nathan Aldyne.
1989 of AIDS complications. The
The first book in the series is
books are period pieces, all taking
called Vermilion, and you may
place in the 1980s and containing
have some trouble finding this one
tons of cultural references to that
or ordering it from bookstores. I
had to order a copy from the time period that anyone who sur—
Alyson website. The second is Co— vived the 80s can relate to. The two
authors actually began a fifth Val—
balt, the third is.called Slate, and
entine and Clarisse mystery but
the last is Canary. Interesting titles,
abandoned the project because of
huh? Wait until you read them.
AIDS—not because Schuetz was
Each book follows Daniel Valen—
ill but because of how AIDS had
tine and his best friend, Clarisse
changed
the gay community.
Lovelace. Valentine is a bar owner
McDowell said, "the books are pe—
and Lovelace is a real estate agent.
The two fun—seekers team up as ~riod and we ended the books atthe
end ofthat period. After AIDS had
detectives to investigate serial mur—
really kicked in, it wasn‘t quite the
ders taking place in the gay com—
same to be writing about those
munity.
In Cobalt, they are vacationing carefree characters."
The characters, Daniel and
in Provincetown. Daniel browses
Clarisse, definitely lead charmed
for Mr. Right and Clarisse even
lives. Daniel tricks with every man
nabs a hunky cop. Meanwhile, a
published in
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Lesbian Journalist Vindicated

Pizer of Lambda‘s Western Re—
gional Office praised the settlement
reached Dec. 13 between Cynthia
Frazier and the Palisadian—Post,
noting that this case also had pro—
vided one of the testimonials that
helped convince Governor Davis to
sign the bill revising and clarify—
ing California‘s employment laws
in 1999.

"Not
only is Frazierbut vindicated
bythroughoutCaliforniaarereminded
this settlement,
employers
nottheirownmoney
to waste employee
talent and
withanti—gaydis—
crimination
andeffortstoevadethe
law,"Thesaidsettlement
Pizer.
§ undis—
for
an
closedaftersumFrazier
comes wasmoreforced
than outsix
‘years

Employment Discrimination

T

LOS ANGELES — A lesbian
journalist and a Southern Califor—
nia newspaper settled a job—dis—
‘crimination lawsuit that had helped
propel the strengthening of
California‘s anti—bias law covering
lesbian and gay workers, Lambda
Legal Defense and Education Fund
said.
Managing Attorney Jennifer C.
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._.won‘t accept the U.S. Supreme unconstitutional, we don‘t know
Court overturning Gores victory? who really won the election there,
A: Yes.
_ right?
Q: ‘Is that a legal reason to stop
A: Right. But a careful analysis
recounts? or a political one?
by the Miami Herald shows Gore
A: Let‘s just say in all of Ameri— won Florida by about 23,000 votes
can history and all of American (excluding the butterfly ballot er—
law, this reason has no basis in law. rors). See www.herald.com/
But that didn‘t stop the five con— thispage.htm?content/archive/
servatives from creating new law news/elect2000/decision/
. out of thin air.
104268.htm.
Q: Aren‘t these conservative
Q: So, what do we do? Have a
justices againstjudicial activism? re—vote? throw out the entire state?
*A: Yes, when liberal judges are Count under a single uniform stan—
perceived to have done it.
dard?
Q: Well, ifthe
A: No. We
December 12
just don‘t count

Senate. It takes 60 votes to break a
filibuster. If only 41 of the 50
Continued from page 2
Democratic Senators stand up to
Bush and his Supremes and say that
they will not approve a single judge
role
have
to
do
with
the
Supreme
Republican activists did their best
appointed by him until a president
Court?
to send junk faxes to Lewis in or—
can be democratically elected in
A: Nothing. In fact, some 20
der to prevent him from standard—
2004, the judicial reign ofterror can
states still (as of December 13,
izing the process in a way that
end... and one day we can hope to
2000) haven‘t turned in their re—
could justify the vote counting.
return to the rule of law and the will
sults.
They succeeded.
:
of the people.
Q: But I thought —
Q: Hmmm. Well, even if those
Q: What do I do now?
A: The Florida Supreme Court
.005 percent of difficult—to—tell
A:
Send or e—mail this to ev—
had
earlier
held
it
would
like
to
votes are thrown out, you can still
eryone you know, and write or call
complete its work by December 12
count the votes where everyone,
your senator, reminding him or her
to make things easier for Congress.
even Republi¢ans, agrees the
that Gore beat Bush by several hun—
The United States Supreme Court
voter‘s intent is clear, right?
dred
thousand votes (three times
is
trying
to
"help"
the
Florida
Su—
A: Nope.
Kennedy‘s margin over Nixon) and
the
votes
that
preme Court out by forcing the deadline is not
Q: Why not?
Opinions expressed in
that you believe that voters rather
favor Gore.
Florida court to abide by a dead— binding, why not
A: No time.
editorials,commentaries
0: That‘s than judges should determine who
line that everyone agrees is not count the vores
Q: I thought the Supreme Court
afterward?
and letters are those of
completely bi— wins an election by counting ev—
said that the Constitution was more binding.
A: The U.S.
the authors.
zarre!
That ery vote. And to protect our judi—
Q: But I thought the Florida
important than speed.
sounds like rank ciary from overturning the will of
A: It did. It said, "The press of — Court was going tojust barely have Supreme Court,
political favor— the people, you want them to con—
time does not diminish the consti— the votes counted by December 12. after admitting
the
December
12
deadline
is
not
itism!
Did
the
justices
have any fi— firm no new judges appointed by a
A:
They
would
have
made
it,
but
tutional concern. A desire for speed
non—democratically elected presi—
is not a general excuse for ignor— the five conservative justices . binding, set December 12 as a bind— nancial interest in the case?
A: Scalia‘s two sons are both dent until 2004 when a president is
stopped the recount last Saturday. ing deadline at 10 p.m. on Decem—
ing equal protection guarantees."
ber 12.
lawyers at law firms working for ‘ finally chosen. by the American
Q: Why?
Q: Well that makes sense. So
Q:
Didn‘t
the
U.S.
Supreme
Bush.
Thomas‘s wife is collecting people, instead of Antonin Scalia.
A: Justice Scalia said some of
there‘s time to count the vzieswhen
Court condemn the Florida Su—
applications for people who want
the intent is clear and everyone is the counts may not be legal.
Q: So why not separate the votes preme Courtfor arbitrarily setting to work in the Bush administration.
_ treated equally then. Right?
Postscript
Q: Whydidn‘t they recuse them—
Q: Isn‘t anyone on the U.S. Su—
A: No. The Supreme Court into piles — indentationsfor Gore, a deadline?
A: Yes.
selves?
preme Court a rationalfollower of
hanging chads for Bush, votes that
. won‘t allow it.
A: If either had recused himself, the rule oflaw?
Q: But, but —
Q: But they just said that the everyone agrees went to one can—
A: Not to worry. The U.S. Su—
the vote would have been 4—4, and
A: Yes. Read the four dissents.
constitution is more important than didate or the other — so that we
the Florida Supreme Court decision Excerpts below:
know exactly how Florida voted preme Court does not have to fol—
time!
allowing recounts would have been
Justice John Paul Stevens (Re—
A: You forget There is the before determining who won? low laws it sets for other courts.
Q: So who caused Florida to affirmed.
publican appointed by Ford): "Al—
Then, if some ballots (say, inden—
"Gore exception."
Q: I can‘t believe the justices though we may never know with
Q: No time to count legal votes tations) have to be thrown out, the miss the December 12 deadline?
A: The Bush lawyers who, be— acted in such a blatantly political complete certainty the identity of
where everyone, even Republicans, American people will know right
fore Gore filed a single lawsuit.
way.
the winner ofthis year‘s Presiden—
agree the intent is clear? Why not? away who won Florida?
A: Read the opinions for your— tial election, the identity ofthe loser
A. Great idea! An intelligent, went to court to stop the recount;
A: Because December 12 was
rational solution to a difficult prob— the rent—a—mob in Miami that got self: www.supremecourtus.gov/ is perfectly clear. It is the Nation‘s
yesterday.
opinions/0O0pdf/00—949.pdf (Dec. confidence in the judge as an im—
Q: Is December 12 a deadline lem! The U.S. Supreme Court re— paid Florida vacations for intimi—
9
stay
stopping
the partial guardian ofthe rule oflaw."
dating
officials;
the
constant
re—
jected
it.
(Gore
exception)
They
for counting votes?
re c o unt) frw e bg a te.
Justice David Souter (Republi—
A: No. January 6, 2001 is the held thai such counts would be quest for delay by Bush lawyers in
deadline. In the Election of 1960, likely to produce election results Florida courts; and, primarily, the access.gpo.gov/supremecourt/00— can appointed by Bush): "Before
949_dec12.fdf (Dec. 12 opinion)
this Court stayed the effort to
Hawaii‘s votes weren‘t counted showing Gore won and Gore‘s U.S. Supreme Court, which both
Q: So what are the conse— [manually recount the ballots] the
refused
to
consider
Bush‘s
equal
winning would cause "public ac—
until January 4, 1961
quences. ofthis?
courts of Florida were ready to do
Q: So why is December 12 im— ceptance" and that would "cast a protection argument on Nov. 22,
A: The guy who got the most their best to get that job done. There
cloud" over Bush‘s "legitimacy" 2000 (when the Florida Supreme
portant?
votes in the U.S. and in Florida and is no justification for denying the
A: December 12 is a deadline that would harm "democratic sta— Court still had time to rectify the
count
with
a
uniform
standard),
under
our Constitution (Al Gore) State the opportunity to try to count
* by which Congress can tchallenge bility."
then
stopped
the
recount
entirely
on
will
lose
to America‘s second all the disputed ballots now.
Q:
In
other
words,
if
America
the results.
»
Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Q: What does the Congressional — knows the truth that Gore won, they Dec. 9 (which would have been choice (George W. Bush) who won
completed by Dec. 12), and then
the all important 5—4 Supreme (Democrat appointed by Clinton):
complained there was no time on Court vote, which trumps
Chief Justice Rehnquist would
Dec. 12 at 10 p.m. to count the _ America‘s choice.
“disrupt” Florida‘s "republican re—
votes before midnight. .
Q: I thought in a democracy, the gime." [In other words, democracy
Q: So who is punished for this guy with the most votes wins. At in Florida is imperiled.] The court
least in the electoral college, should not let its "untested proph—
behavior?
shouldn‘t the guy with the most ecy" that counting votes is "im—
A: Gore, of course.
Q: Tell me this, are Florida‘s. votes in Florida win?
§
practical" "decide the presidency of
A: That‘s true, in a democracy. the United States."
election laws unconstitutional?
_
A: Yes, according to the Su—
But America in 2000 is no longer
Justice Steven Breyer (Demo—
The Triangle Journal News
preme Court.
a democracy. In America in 2000, crat appointedby Clinton): "There
welcomes letters from its readers.
Q: And the laws of50 states that the guy with the most U.S. Su— is no justification for the majority‘s
Letters should be be as short as
allow votes to be cast or counted preme Court votes wins. That‘s remedy . .. " We "risk a self—in—
reasonable and typed ifpossible.
differently are unconstitutional?
why we don‘t need to count the flicted wound —a wound that may
Although names may be withheld on request,
A: Yes, according to the logic People‘s votes in Florida.
. harm not just the court, but the na—
all letters should be signed and include a phone numberfor
of the Supreme Court opinion. And
Q: So what will happen to the tion."
E
verification. Anonymous letters will not be printed. All letters
33 states have the same "clear in— Supreme Court when Bush be—
How to reach your senators:
are subject to editing for spelling, punctuation and grammar.
tent of the voter" standard that the comes president?
§
www.senate.gov or call 202—224—
However, every effort will be made to maintain the original _
U.S. Supreme Court found was il—
A: He will appoint more justices 3121.
intent of the writer. Letters should be mailed to:
in the mode of Thomas and Scalia
legal in Florida
If you have Republican senators
Q: Then why aren‘t the results to ensure that the will of the people or you live in DC, contact Demo—
Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN
of 33 states thrown out?,
is less and less respected. Soon cratic Minority Leader Tom
38111—0485 or
lawless justices may constitute 6— Daschle (of South Dakota) and
A: Um. Because...um.....the
faxed to (901) 454—1411.
Supreme Court doesn‘t say...
3 or even 7—2 on the court.
Senate Judiciary Commitee Demo—
Our e—mail address is MemphisTJN@aol.com.
Q: But if Florida‘s certification
Q: Is there any way to stop this? cratic Chair Patrick Leahy (of Ver—
includes counts expressly declared
A: YES. No federal judge can mont).
F
by the U.S. Supreme Court to be: ‘be confirmed without a vote in the
Gore Exception
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Coalition
Camp Apologizes; AIDS
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A
Christian camp has apologized for
canceling a retreat for people with
HIV and AIDS and offered to re—
schedule it if those attending would
refrain from homosexual activity,
the Ohio AIDS Coalition said.
The agency accepted the apol—
ogy but refused the offer to re—
schedule. "It‘s not in our mission
to be in a facility that discrimi—
nates," said Kim Jackson, the
coalition‘s executive director.

Woodland Lakes Christian
Camp and Retreat Center had ac—
cepted a $200 deposit and signed a
contract to be host in January to one
of the AIDS Coalition‘s Healing
Weekends. The gatherings provide
support, therapy and information
about new medications to people

with HIV or AIDS.
Five weeks later, the suburban
Cincinnati camp canceled the con—
tract.
The camp issued a statement

enonnv"

dule
Refuses Offer To Resche

Nov. 28 saying, "There may have
been a miscommunication" about
cancellation of the retreat.
"Woodland Lakes Christian
Camp loves all people and strives
to minister to them in a Christlike
manner," the statement said.
More information was not im—
mediately available from the camp.
A telephone message was left for
its director, Ralph Wilmhoff.
Jackson told The Columbus Dis—
patch that the camp‘s board presi—

dent offered to reschedule the re—
treat if there was no homosexual
activity.
The camp‘s action upset coali—
tion officials because they had
started marketing the weekend,
Jackson said.
"The frustrating part, along with

the discrimination, is that we have
been planning this for some time.
And that camp did not break any
law," she said. _
Several other camps have offered
to provide a site for the retreat. The
group probably will hold it March 9—
11 at Camp Joy in Clarksville, near
Wilmmgton, she said.

¥ CUSTOM CLEAN ¥

s of Hope,
After 15 Years of Sermon
Gay Reverend Steps

Down

who filled his pews and later

those
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
bed to AIDS. Despite the
succum
Rev. Jim Mitulski bid a fond fare—
c in the 1980s and
epidemi
AIDS
well Sun., Dec. 3, to his Protestant
early 1990s, the church‘s congre—
congregation at the Metropolitan
gation grew from 100 to 500.
Community Church, a place in the
heart of the city‘s predominantly
gay Castro District where locals
flock to hear sermons of compas—
sion.
§
Mitulski, who hasbuilt a na—
tional reputation by speaking out
for tolerance and acceptance for
gay and lesbian communities, says
it is time for a change of pace.
"I‘m committed to continue to
do AIDS work, but I need a change
of scenery," Mitulski said. "I don‘t
want my life to be defined by the
grief I feel for having lived through

those years."
Mitulski grieved for manyol'

Mitulski himself is HIV posi—
tive. He has conducted more than
500 funerals and almost as many
gay wedding celebrations in his
years at the church.
It is those many funerals that
Mitulski wants to put behind him
"Now that we‘ve moved
through the difficulty of the AIDS
years, I have to get away from the
sad memories," Mitulski said.
The Metropolitan Community
Church has been through tumultu—
ous times as the San Francisco
community and the nation grappled
for a way to deal with bias against

Triangle Journal
Obituary Policy

gays. The church was firebombed
twice, but reopened its doors with
the help of Mitulski and others.
In the mid—1990s, AIDS patients
could drop by the church and get
marijuana which many claim helps
alleviate pain. Mitulski personally
handed the drug out from the altar.
Nonprofit groups have head—
quartered their operations at the
church, which also provides sup—
port and counseling for gays and
lesbians each day of the week.
Mitulski will take a job as pro—
gram coordinator forthe James C.
Hormel Gay and Lesbian Center at
San Francisco‘s Main Library,
which houses tomes of literature
for gay and lesbian history.
San Francisco Supervisor Tom —
Ammiano applauded Mitulski‘s
work at the church.
"He withstood the test oftime,"
Ammiano said. "For gay people
particularly, there has always been
a large mistrust oforganized reli—
gion. I‘ ve always found him under—
standing of that. He‘s. been very
beneficial to the gay community.
We‘re going to miss him."
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_
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Who Was

cadmus?
pickup taking place in the paint—
ing: one of the men is accepting a
cigarette from a rather effeminate
young civilian in a red tie.) Al—
though this controversy is still
what he is best known for, Cadmus
compiled a remarkable artistic cor—
pus during his 70—year career, in—
cluding many works imbued with
a delicate homoerotic lyricism.
Born Dec. 17, 1904, into an ar—

Paul

More than 50 years before Rob—
ert Mapplethorpe‘s explicit photo—
graphs enraged Sen. Jesse Helms,
triggering a reassessment of fed—
eral arts funding, another gay art—
ist found himself in the center of
national controversy because of
his frank depiction of sexual de—
sire.
In 1934, the 29—year—old Paul
Cadmus submitted a painting un—
der the Public Works of Art
Project (PWAP), a New Deal pro—
gram to employ artists. Titled The
Fleet‘s In! it portrayed a group of
rowdy sailors cavorting with floo—
zies as an old lady looks on with
disapproval.
°
The Fleet‘s In! was shown in a
PWAP exhibition in New York
and elicited no comment, but when
the show moved to Washington‘s
Corcoran Gallery of Art, an admi—
ral was outraged. He wrote an irate
letter to Secretary of the Navy
Claude Swanson, who had
Cadmus‘ painting removed from
the show. Swanson condemned
~ the artwork as "an unwarranted in—
sult" originating ""in the sordid, de—
‘praved imagination of someone
who has no conception of actual
conditions in our service."
The press had a field day with
the Navy‘s censorship, and
Cadmus became famous over—
night. (In all the furor, no one
cared to mention the homosexual

suaded me that I actually could be
an artist and that I needn‘t be a
commercial artist," Cadmus later
recalled. —
The two men saved theirmoney
and in October 1931 set offforEu—
rope on an oil tanker. After bicy—
cling through France and Spain,
the couple settled on the island of
Mallorca, where Cadmus pro—
duced what he considered to be his

1940s. (Cadmus escaped military
service during World War II be—
cause of his homosexuality: "I
took my artwork with me when I
was called [in the draft], and it was
pretty clear where I stood," he said
later.) Under the collective label
PaJaMa (from the first letters of
their names), Cadmus and the
Frenches made a series ofremark—
able photographs ofeach other and

friends — often in the nude
first mature painting, a very sexy —theirincluding
such people as pho—
half—length portrait of his lover in tographer George
Lynes,
bed. This and other works made — playwright TennesseePlattWilliams,
in Mallorca demonstrate, even at and painter George Tooker, who
this early stage, the artist‘s skill— for several years was Cadmus‘
ful command of group composi— lover.
tion and the human form, harking After 1940, Cadmus worked
back to such Renaissance painters primarily in the extremely de—
as Bosch, Rubens, Signorelli and manding medium ofegg tempera,
Caravaggio.
of pigment, water and
Cadmus and French returned to a mixture
yolk which had been favored
New York in the fallof 1933. Af— egg
masters he so
ter winning notoriety with The by the Renaissance
Although he conse—
Fleet‘s In!, Cadmus continued. admired.
produced only twoorthree
throughout his career to make quently
paintings a year, in a semi—alle—
paintings that exposed the uglier gorical
style that came to be called
side of society, from Herrin Mas—
realism," these possessed
sacre (1940), which documents a a"magic
crisp
and
luminous density. Es—
bloody riot between labor union— pecially notable
are Cadmus‘
ists
and
strikebreakers,
to
the
ka—
1940s beach paintings, which
leidoscopic Subway Symphony in place
a The p,\
contemplative young men in
the ‘70s, which portrays an exten— dreamlike
as well as sev—
sive catalog of the human condi— eral highlysettings,
personal works from
tion.
including The Nap
In 1937, French married the art— the 1950s,showing
a naked man
ist Margaret Hoening, a mutual (1952),
alone
on
a
bed
in
hotel
friend
ofboth
men.
Cadmus
never
www.aroundtheworldgifts.net/ | expressed any bitterness over this; room, and Night a incheap
Bologna
illustrating a triangle
on the contrary, all three remained (1957—1958),
Pride Jewelry + More
desire. _
close, spending summers together of mismatched
In
1964,
Cadmus
met Jon
on
Fire
Island
throughout
the
aroundtheworld3@juno.com 901—603—1426
tistic family in New York — his
father was a commercial lithogra—
pher; his mother, an illustrator —
Cadmus decided at an early age to
be apainter. At 15, he entered New
York‘s prestigious National Acad—
emy ofDesign, where he received
a classical education in art.
After graduation, Cadmus con—
tinued his studies at the Art Stu—
dents League while supporting
himself as a commercial artist. In
1926, he metpainter Jared French,
_ who became his lover and, al—
though a yearyounger, something
ofamentor. "Jerry French ... per—

Andersson, a singer and actor who
became his life partner for the next
35 years. The young man inspired
a number of beautiful paintings
that explore the dynamics of this
intergenerational relationship and
served as model for a series ofex—
quisite nude drawings.
The art world largely neglected
Cadmus as it became obsessed in
the 1950s with abstract expres—
sionism. But in the 1990s, a re—
newed interest in figurative work
and an emerging fascination with
queer art led to a revival ofinter—
est in Cadmus, who received solo
exhibitions at the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and the Whitney
Museum of American Art.
The painter remained active to
the very end of his life. He died
on Dec. 12, 1999, just short ofhis
95th birthday, in the Connecticut
home he and Andersson shared.
Rawley Grau has wonfour Vice
Versa Awards for his writing on
gay and lesbian culture. He can
be
reached
at
GayNestor@aol.com. For more
Past
Out,
visit
www.planetout.com.
Suggested reading and
viewing
Kirstein, Lincoln, 1996. Paul
Cadmus Revised Edition. New
York: Chameleon Books Inc.
Leddick, David, 1997. Naked
Men: Pioneering Male Nudes
1935—1955. New York, Universe
Publishing. :
Leddick, David, 2000. Intinate
Companions: A Triography of
George Platt Lynes, Paul Cadmus,
Lincoln Kirstein, and Their Circle.
New York: St. Martin‘s Press.
Paul Cadmus: Enfant Terrible
at 80, 1984. Produced and directed
by David Sutherland. A Home Vi—
sion videocassette, 64min.
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AIDS Activist Lives
By Jennifer Smith
The Herald—Dispatch —
_

_HUNTINGTON, W.Va. —
Everyone‘s life has a road map, Jim
Burchwell says. He didn‘t expect
his to include a 12—year battle with
HIV and AIDS.
The
virus
has — attacked
Burchwell‘s immune system — but
it hasn‘t broken his spirit. .
Burchwell worked in special
education for 38 years. He also be—
came the fund—raising chairman for
the Tri—State AIDS Task Force,
throwing his heart and soul into the
fight against AIDS.
Over the years, Burchwell has
even donned dresses, makeup and
feisty female attitude, taking to the
stage in drag shows. He‘s raised
thousands: Anything for the cause.
"He‘s made a difference not
only in the gay community, but in
the HIV—positive community and,
as a recovering. alcoholic, he‘s
made a difference in the Alcohol—
ies Anonymous community," said
«Lisa Cremeans, director of the Tri—
State AIDS Task Force. He‘s a very
caring person."
Burchwell, now 62, wanted to
be a minister.
Raised in a strict Methodist
home in the" coal camp town of
Seco, Ky., Burchwell was sur—
rounded by God and parents. who _.
loved him. Burchwell, who has one
older and one younger brother, is
the son of an electrician. who
worked in the mines. His sister died
of cancer.
'

He left home for Asbury Col—
lege, a Christian college, in
Wilmore, Ky. He left school before
graduating to become a teacher in
Letcher County, Ky.
Burchwell‘s road map seemed
pretty easy to follow back then. But
it wouldn‘t be long before
Burchwell hit some rough patches.
He drank.
;
Though he set limits for himself
— drinking only after 5 p.m. on
weekdays and after 2 p.m. on
weekends — he was out of control.
Despite his alcoholism, Burchwell
continued teaching and went back
to school, earning his bachelors
degree, then his masters and, doe—
torate while living and working in
Michigan.
Remembering that time in his
life, though his work was satisfy—
ing, is painful.
Burchwell thinks of his mother,
who died two years ago, and his
eyes fill with tears.
"I had the most loving parents
anybody could ever have,"
Burchwell says, looking away.
Because of that love, telling his
parents he was gay when he was
about 30 years old wasn‘t all that
difficult. It was just a fact.
"I said, I just want you to know
I‘m gay. They said, ‘Whatever
|
you happy in— life,"‘
iwell recounts.

His

Final

Days inFaith

He had friends in Columbus, so
him. She also watched him nearly
he
went right away to see a doctor
destroy himself with alcohol.
It was 1980 before the drinking who specialized in treating HIV—
positive patients. He entered a trial
would stop.
Older brother Bill Burchwell for a new drug— AZT. He still felt
remembers what brought Jim to his fine, healthy. To this day, he‘s not
knees. It was his mothers Bible certain who gave him the virus.
He pored over his work, mak—
stand.
"He was extremely intoxicated. ing sure the special education stu—
He fell over against my mother, dents of Ashland got everything
against a stand that had hands hold— they needed.
"I wouldn‘t:change my experi—
ing up a Bible," Bill Burchwell, 66,
ence in education for anything in
says.
"That night, gin taking his heart the world," Burchwell says. "They
and mind hostage, he asked his can say I‘m gay or HIV positive,
mother for his fathers gun, saying but they can‘ t take away what I did
he wanted to kill her and himself. in special ed for 38 years."
His mother and his 12—step
He broke the cherished Bible stand.
He picked up a crystal vase, a 50th sponsor kept his illness a secret
anniversary gift for his mother and until 1996 when Burchwell came
father, and hurled it at his mother, forward, speaking to a reporter at
The Herald—Dispatch about his ill—
shattering it."
The next day, he entered a 12— ness and announcing to the world
step program. He never had another that AIDS would take his life.
His doctor told him in 1996 he‘d
drink.
have
to retire. His body couldn‘t
Jim Burchwell got back on his
take
the
strain ofdaily work.
feet, moved back to Kentucky per—
"It‘s the hardest thing in the
manently and started anew, return—
world to get outof bed. I just lay
ing to the work he—dloved.
Burchwell found out he had there until finally I canget up," he
AIDS on March 14, 1988, after says with a halfhearted smile. "I
have a few days where I don‘t feel
getting tested.
A friend had called and told him like. going:—to the bathroom or do—
he‘d had unprotected sex with some— . ing morning chores."
And the truth is, Burchwell no,
one who was dying of— AIDS, and _
longer is physically able to do his
recommended Burchwell get a test.
opening weekend... a special night
saturday

january 27th

8 pm

morning chores.
He takes his medicine. He waits.
He sits in his blue recliner in his
living room, reads the newspapers
and talks on the phone with his
friends. /
§
f
He still makes the trip with
Cremeans or someone from the
Task Force to Columbus every
three weeks to see his HIV/AIDS
doctor. It drains every bit of energy
he has:
Days ofbeing able to jump in
his car and drive to the grocery
store or pharmacy are gone. That,

Burchwell says, is the hardest part.
‘ Already Burchwell has beaten
the odds. Living for 12 years with
HIV and AIDS. is a survivor story.
Learning acceptance is the story of
his life.
i
"The higher power that I have
today is the same higher power I
left years ago," he says with a
knowing smile.
Burchwell made plans and
mapped out his future. Today, his
fragile life sits squarely in God‘s
hands.
Just the way it‘s supposed to be,
he says.
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reme Court
of Historic Vermont Sup
Marking the Anniversary
Ruling on Gay Marriage
By Ross Sneyd
Associated Press Writer
MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) —
Yes, it was only a year ago.
It was just a year ago in the last
weeks of December that the Ver—
— mont Supreme Court set the state
on the most wrenching journey
imaginable. In that short time, Ver—
monters debated and argued pas—

same gender.
Others, though, are appalled that
a state government would take such
a monumental step, especially in
such a short time.
"Things were rushed," said state
Rep. George Schiavone, R—
Shelburne. "A lot happened.
Events happened fast. It was rushed
through and I would not have
guessed we would be at this point.
I would have guessed we would
have some kind of partnership ar—

N

sionately about one of the taboos
in American politics — homosexu—
ality — and emerged with the most
far—reaching gay rights statute in
the country.
A majority of legislators ended
up pretty much agreeing with the
court‘s conclusion that gays and
lesbians were being denied consti—
tutional rights and they created, for
the first time in America, a system
where same—sex couples can essen—
tially get married.
"I think the conversation we had
in the last year is just unparalleled
anywhere in this country and
maybe in the world," said Stan
‘Baker, whose name will forever be

associated with the issue because
his was the first one listed on the
lawsuit in which he and his partner
and two other same—gender couples
sought marriage licenses.
A year‘s time is hardly enough
to begin digesting the enormity of
the Baker decision and the conse—
quences of it. It is fair to say, how—
ever, that no one is entirely satisfied
with it.
Some are pleased that for the
first time in America a state gov—
ernment has given legal recogni—
| tion, and therefore benefits, to their
relationship with someone of the
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«woman.to be—nominated for presi—
dent? California Senator Barbara
Boxer would be my pick. To the
Lesbian
left of the state‘s other admirable
Democratic senator, Dianne
Feinstein (whose name was ban—
Netions
died about for vice president in
ByPaula Martinac
2000), Boxer has a strong record
on progressive issues, notably
health care and the environment,
from serving 10 years in the House
and eight in the Senate. She‘s a
pable fervor it takes to capture the
champion of women‘s rights and a
public imagination. And the one
friend to the: lesbian and gay move—
thing the Democrats could use is
ment. In addition, she recently in—
some firing up. Where are the con—
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legislation to: speed up
— tenders who could combine passion
this
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involvement in the
with progressive politics and make
global
fight
against
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One choice would be Paul
who represents Chicago‘s South
Wellstone, the senior senator from
Side in the House. Jackson main—
Minnesota, who could very well
tains that Democratic leaders have
run for president in 2004 if his good
moved too far to the center (he re—
friend Bradley opts out. In the tra—
portedly calls his own father "con—
dition of Minnesota liberals like
servative") and has openly
Eugene McCarthy,. Hubert
criticized
President Clinton on the
Humphrey and Walter Mondale,
highly
charged
issue of welfare "re
Wellstone is unquestionably one of
form." He supported Gore in 2000,
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Bill Bradley, a progressive fa—
vorite, has hinted that he might try
again in 2004. But, perhaps even
more than Gore, he lacks the pal—

the most progressive members of
either house of Congress.
Wellstone came to the Senate
after many years as a political sci—
ence professor and grassroots or—
ganizer. He advocates progressive
reform in areas like campaign fi—
nance, health care and welfare.
Notably, he uses the term "eco—
nomic justice" with ease, unusual
for a politician holding national
office. In addition, he earned a per—
fect 100 on the Human Rights
Campaign‘s scorecard for the
106th Congress. However, his con—
tinued support of the antigay De—
fense of Marriage Act means that
he‘s got a way to go on lesbian and
gay issues.
Isn‘t it time for a Democratic

Fox Network Puts

__

but primarily because he worried
aboutthe harm a Bush administra—
tion would inflict onthe poor. The
young congressman‘s voting
record has garnered praise from
women‘s, gay and AIDS groups.
Hopefully, he‘ll be a force in
Washington for a long time (he‘s
only 35) — maybe even, as his fa—
ther dreams, the first African—
American president.
I‘m still mad at former New
York Governor Mario. Cuomo for
not running for president in 1992.
The good news is that his son, An—
drew, currently the Secretary of
Housing and Urban Development,
is a likely contender in New York‘s
2002 gubernatorial race and is ru—
mored to have even higher. ambi—
tions.
~Cuomo earned his progressive
credentials when he founded Hous—
ing Enterprise for the Less Privi—
leged, a non—profit group that aids
the homeless, then went on to chair
New York City‘s Commission on
the Homeless. At HUD, Cuomo.
has distinguished himself by ex—

panding programs for low—income
and minority homeowners. Perhaps
gearing up for a campaign, last
summer Cuomo delivered a rous—
ing address to the gay and lesbian
caucus at the Democratic conven—
tion in Los Angeles, and in Octo—
ber, he personally presented a
substantial HUD grant to New
York City‘s Lesbian and Gay Com—
munity Services Center.
For many of us on the left, it‘s
been painful to watch the party that
gave us the New Deal and the Great
Society shift further to the right.
We need to start organizing now
to voice support for political lead—
ers with the potential to mount a
presidential race and to renew the
progressive promise of the Demo—
crats.
Paula Martinac is the author of
seven books, including The Lesbian
and Gay Book of Love and Mar—
riage. She can be reached care of
this

publication

or

at

LNcolumn@aol.com. For more
Lesbian

Notions,

visit

www. planetout.com.
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Welcome at The Otherﬁlde
mmission.

Anual HAC Christmas Benefit raised $1000.00 Thank You : 1?
at The Other Side would tike to wish everyonea sate 7},
Dand Happy New Year. We look forward toseeing
*%,

Normal, Ohio on Hiatus

yennext year |

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Life won‘t be continuing —
as normal for John Goodman‘s low—rated sitcom
Nor/mil, Ohio.
Fox is putting the Wednesday night series on hia—
tus, making its future uncertain. The Dec. 13 eplsode

was its last scheduled one.
The show will remain in production to complete the
network‘s original 13—episode order but Fox has de—
clined to order any more episodes — a move that is
often just shy of stamping a series "canceled."
Normal, Ohio marked Goodman‘s return to series
TV after his successful costarring run on ABC‘s
Roseanne. In the Fox show, he plays a small—town fam—
ily man who left home after realizing he was gay and
now has returned to make amends.
The show was slammed by critics and plummeted
in the ratings, going from a 45th—place debut in No—
vember to the 67th spot last week among all prime—
time programs.

Fox already had planned to pre—empt Normal, Ohio
for three weeks with movies, including a Jan. 3 airing
of Mrs. Doubtfire.
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$15Advancﬂ Rig“

trons $ 20atthe Door

Come on for a festive timeandbring in the New Year

“High“ heet

your "Family and Friends" at The Other Side
Have a Save and Happy Holiday

E—mail us at totherside.com
Send us your name and e—mail address and you can start
receiving Sidelines and other special announcements by e—mail.
You can pick up a form at the baror e—mail your request.
http://theotherside.ourfamily.com Come visit us soon.
3843 Huy 45 N
Jackson, TN
901—668.3749
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(Exit 82—Boff1—40then 3 miles Nat Ashport) _
"Jackson‘s Only ‘Fricadiy Bar"
Open 7 days a week ® 5 pim (7 pm— Fri— Sun)
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Lesléa Newman to be published by Alyson
Publications, seeks sexy, breathtaking,
HOT stories written by women who iden—
tify as lesbian or bisexual. All serious,
. funny, tender, angry, lusty stories about
sexual encounters (or near encounters)will
be considered. Editor is looking for well—
written stories complete with plot, fully de—
veloped characters and emotional content
as well as body parts.
Before submitting stories, writers
should obtain complete guidelines either
by
visiting
the
website
www.lesleanewman.com (select "books
for adults" and click onto "upcoming titles")
or send self—addressed stamped envelope
for complete guidelines to: Lesléa
Newman, P.O. Box 815, Northampton, MA
Announcements
01061.
Deadline: Feb. 12, 2001 (post—
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS! TJNan—
mark).
nouncements and classifieds will not auto—
Bep & Breakrast
matically be re—run. Announcements and
classifieds must be re—submitted each Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded acres of
month, in writing, by the 15th of the month. privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclusive
New Lesbian Erotica Anthology Seeks resort for men & women. Hot tub. Country
Stories. Pillow Talk III: Yet More Lesbian club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,
Stories Between the Covers, an anthology 13 Stopple Road, Eureka Springs, AR
of erotic lesbian short stories, edited by 72632, (501) 253—5283.

non—com—
mercial ads FREE. Limit of 30 words (in—
cluding address or phone number) anda
$2.00 charge for the use of our P.O. box.
Please specify ifyou want to use our P.O.
box. Commercial ads are charged at the
rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
Phone numbers and zip codes are free.
Deadline forads is the 15th ofeach month.
Sendto Triangle Journal News, Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.° Classifieds
must be submitted in writing and must
include your name and a telephone num—
ber where you can be reached to verify the
ad. Ifyou would like a copy of the issue
in which your ad appears, please send
$1.00 to cover postage.

MchKhenzy
She—male Escort

542—0041
Open 24 hrs.

The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
1896. Located on Eureka Springs Historic
District loop close to downtown shops &
restaurants. Completely renovatedforcom—
fort but still maintaining its old world charm,
elegance & romance. Picturesque tree—
coveredhollow. The ArbourGlen, #7 Lema,
Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501) 253—
9010.
Custom Croting
Announcing the arrival of Custom Classic
Designs. Creators of men‘s and women‘s
fine evening wear and other custom cre—
ations. For more information about pricing
and your sewing needs call 732—2755 and
ask for John (the creative artist and de—
signer) or Anthony (the artistic tailor).
HeLp Wanted
Cashiers. Adult Retail, Full—Time, Part—
Time, Weekends. Must be 18 yrs. old with
2 forms of valid ID. Must have experience.
Apply at 791 North White Station, 1874
East Brooks Road or 2532 North Watkins.
Janitors. Adult Retail, Full—Time, Part—
Time, Weekends. Must be 18 yrs. old with
2 forms of valid ID. Must have experience.
Apply at 791 North White Station, 1874
East Brooks Road or 2532 North Watkins.
Massace
The Power of Touch Massage Therapy.
Relaxing, full—body massage. Pain & Stress
Relief! Call Gene Stewart—9 a.m.—2:30
p.m. for appointment—686—9052.
PersonaLs
35 yo white male masterof discipline ISO
naughty submissive slave. I am into bond—
age, spanking, shaving, endless sex, toys
and more. 18—22ish, smooth—bodied, white
male, about 140# with boyish looks and

mannerisms. Skinny a plus. No diseases.
For an absolute spanking good time, call
Mr. Paul: 323—1684.
36, DWM, 6‘, 165%, slender, blondish,
goatee, seeks financially secure WM, 35—
50, straight—looking/acting for hot encoun—
ters... Would love a sugar daddy... | think.
Discreet, Leave message at 726—0866.
Amateur photographer looking for female
models between the ages of 18—30 to pose
nude, semi—nude, in swimsuit or in casual
clothes. Will pay cash and give free photos
as payment. Also interested in discreet,
no—strings—attached sexual encounters that
may or may not be related to photography.
Please write with recent photo to: Photos,
P.O. Box 7838, Jackson, TN 38302—0838.
Cute, 29—year—old white male looking for
long—term relationship withattractive, husky
or chubby guy. Call Gregg at 901—873—
0869 or write me at TJN, Dept. GC—12,
P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—
0485.
GWM, 30s, in—~shape, seeks black, latino,
oriental masculine males, 18—55. Nostrings
attached. Randy: 372—4538, 5—11 p.m.
GWM, 36, 63", 200#, good looking, long
hair with hazel—blue eyes, in good health,
seeking GWM, 21—30,slick, slim & sexy for
romantic lover. Will be waiting to hear from
you. Call anytime (601) 343—5102. MS.
GWM, 38, seeks hispanic or white male,
age 21 to 30, slim build, good—looking for
possiblerelationship. Ifinterested, call Doug
at 662—343—5102.
GWM, 52, 54", husky build, seeking other
GWMs, 40—60, to meet new friends and
enjoy good times with them. Call John,
32—2755, 6—10 p.m.
GWM couple, late 30s, HIV—negative, seeks

Meetings at
f

s

Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
1488 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104 « (901) 276—7379

Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
Discussion (Open)
‘Monday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Tuesday
8:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
Wednesday
8:00 pm
Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
12:30 pm ,. Discussion
Sunday
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Discussion (Open Non— smokiiw)
Friday
8:00 pm
Lighten Up (CODA)
Wednesday
5:30 pm
Friday
5:30 pm
Growing Wings (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Sunday
5:30 pm

Safe Harbor Metropolitan Community Church
10:30 pm Worship Service
Sunday
7:00 pm Bible Study
Thursday
Lambda Center Business Meetings
Business Meetings are held the last Wednesday of each
month beginning at 6:30 pm

*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the
promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community.
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GWM, 18—30 for relationship and fun. No
fats or fems. Call Phillip—581—6165.
Get Done Right! 24—hours a day by hot,
gay men waiting to play with You on the
Confidential Connection®! 18+ Recordand
Listen Free! 901—578—8900 use code 2324.
Hot, Horny Men! Open a special package
this holiday season on the Confidential
Connection®!18+ Recordand Listen Free!
901—578—8900 use code 5778
I‘m a mixed—race Gay female, single, inde—
pendent, mature, romantic, decent, clean,
well—groomed, healthy, athletic, non—
smoker.. (Socially—active—entertainment
events, dance/sports, etc. Worldly—trav—
els, gourmet cook and classy but down—to—
earth.) I wantafeminine, sexy and/or unique
freak with common interests, 24 years and
older, any race. (I prefer oriental—far east,
‘Greek, Indian, Spanish—Latin, P.R.) La—
dies! Start having erotic fun. Write: Mer—
maid, P.O. Box 40112, Memphis, TN
38174—0012.
Interested in erotic leather sketches, differ—
ent—sized pictures, matted in black? Prices
negotiable. Call 732—2755.
Into 3—Ways? Meet by Phone. Try it FREE!
901—821—9100 Code 7001. 18+
f
J/O Buddies. Meet by phone. Try it FREE!
901—821—9100, Code 7001, 18+.
Me—Naughty, submissive, white male,
Discreet and safe. I am tall, slim, feminine,
high heels and stockings! Use my shaved,
smooth body for your enjoyment. Singles
and couples welcome. No diseases. Call
me: Bobbie — 353—4391.
‘New to Memphis...GWM, 34, 62",195% _
looking for friends and more. Interested in
GBM, 25—40, masculine, muscular and
down—to—earth. Work—out partner at the
downtown YMCA wanted.
Single, white male seeks TV/TSs that like
to dress up in high heels and stockings and
like to be in pictures. Write: P.O. Box
613108, Memphis, TN 38101.
Wanted: guys 18—30, thin to average build,
forfunand sex. Send letter with your looks,
likes and how to contact you. Gay, bi,
straight, curious, HIV—negative, BJ or all
nighter. Write TJN Dept. BD—09, P.O. Box
. 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
White male in his 30s in search of very well—
endowed, dark—complected black male, in
his 20s or early 30s for oral fun and possibly
more. Must be disease—free. Circumcised
a must. No fats or fems. Call Douglas—
323—1684.
Portraits
Sketched Color Portraits, 18 X 24 with
Pastels by local artist, Sylvia Richmond.
Busi:744—6715. Pleaseallow 3 days T.O.C.
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